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March 14. 1963

Council Foo·d Survey. Tabulated;
Menu Alterations Agreed. Upon
Last Friday afternoon' two Student Council representatives conducted a two-hour meeting
with Mr, Scalzi, the manager of Loyola cafeteria, in an attempt to settle what the student body
has labelled "the food situation." Using the tabulation of the questionnaires distributed earlier by
the Council as basis for student opinion, Mr. Scalzi, Patrick Hurley, '64, and James :pavidson, '64
agreed to definite alterations in the cafeteria menu.
In a discussion of breakfast meals, the proposal was made and accepted that another toaster
be installed 'either behind the counter or in the general eating area to facilitate service. The
rn:!W toaster would allow students more time to eat and facilitate their getting to first period
classe,s. "I envision no problem in getting the toaster," Mr. Scalzi said. The manager went on to
say that 'the possibility of ac- ~
quiring additional facilities for
making fried eggs in greater ¥olume is very good. This acquisition would allow the staff to
serve the fried eggs during the
week, cutting the frequentappearance of hard and sof,t boiled,
eggs to a minimum. Deciding not
The Board of Trustees of Fair-' ing in America. Besides faculty
to eliminate egg omlettes com- field University has annolinced salaries the general operational
pletely, Mr. Scalzi said he want- that operational expenses have oosts of the university have risen
The F.U. College Bowl Team who recently defeated Albertus ed to try serving them with necessitated an overall increase so that it is impossible to conMagnus; I. to r.-M. Lawrence, J. Kroll, J.Kappneberg, G.Greller. more variety for a while.
in tuition and room and board tinue efficient operation with
Turning to the luncheon menu, to become effective during the the present income. While the
the three men made' more next two years.
Board regrets the necessity of
changes. Cold cuts and knockThe tuition, currently eight the increase, it is confident the
wurst will be eliminated entire- hundred dollars, will be raised students and parents will underly, while Manicotliand beef one hundred dollars in Septem- stand the importance of mainchow mein will be cut to a very ber 1963 and an' additional one taining a high quality in both
minimum. Each of these receiv- hundred dollars in September the faculty and organizational
Fairfield University was victor- in correcting the tests. The win_ ed very low rating in the tabu- 1964. Also effective in Septem- aspects of the University life.
lati{)n. Jello, it was agreed, ber 1963 will bean increase of
ious in a ColIege Bowl Contest ners were' composed of the top wquld be served 0' nly once a '
l'
d bo d
.
h
f
Ith
.
fifty dol ars m room an
ar
with Albertus Magnus C 0 Ilege t h ree scores m eac 0 'e SIX week. Figs, served. bec:ause of rates.
on March 3. The Stag team con- categories, the three contestants dietary requirements, will also
'D_'
d f T
h
sisting of George Greller '64; Joe with the highest total score in be mI'nl'ml'zed.
The war 0
rustees as
Kro II ' 65; J 0 h n K' appen rg, 64 ; a II three 0 f th'
err t est s, and th e
The evenl'ng meals were dl'S- spread the increase of btuition
-J
t - thr
and'Mike Lawrence, ' 63 d "'Lea
' ee st u d en t s WI'th the h'Igh es t cussed at len"*h and several over a two
b' yearb period
d ' ecause
d
ed . the Albertus team with a total point accumulation. Be6~
of the 0 VI0US ur en 1mpose
score of 190.110. The AIbertus cause of a reduplication cif per- proposals were adopted. Mr. upon many students and their
The Senior Class is planning
contestants were Mary James, sons, only ten students were Scalzi agreed to serve thick parents. The two year span will to sponsor a physical developslices of prime ribs of beef, al- allow more time for the neces- ment program for the univer'65; Patricia Degnan, J65; Kath- chosen.
ternatl'ng w;,th steak on a bl'fi
sary adjustment of nances.
. '64
d M
•
F
a
;' an
lEelen L r.tazzl:
'aryAn oral exam was then given weekly basis. Broiled chicken In explanation of the need for sity's students.
The purpose of the program,
len eary, 64.
to the ten students by a faculty "not done enough" the students the increase, the Board has cited
Miss Sheila Garvan waS the board consisting of Fr. Nicker- have remarked - will be pre- two major problems. The first according to Senior Class presimoderator. for Albertus, and son, Fr. Lynch, Mr. Walter J. pared longer to ensure that the is the present inability of the dent, Frank Mastrapasqua, is to
Fr. Donald D. Lynch, S.J. served Petry, Dr. John Norman, and meat be done well enough. University to provide a salary "educate the physical aspect of
as moderator for Fairfield.' Fr. Dr. Joseph G. Grassi. The stu- Swordfish will be cut to as much to the lay teachers in keeping the university student in order
Oliver E. Nickerson, S.J. was the dents were tested for powers of
(Con'l on Page 12, Col. 1)
with the rising standard of liv- to fully round out the education
master of ceremonies.
quick recall and poise under
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - afforded him at Fairfield."
The c{)ntest' divided into two pressure. Each student was
The course is aimed at those
ten-minute p~riods, was attend- questioned closely in the ~elds
who are not athletically incd by a capacity crowd. At the he had chosen on the wntten
clined. That is, those students
half the score was' 110-30 inexam.s.
who do not wish to participate
favor of the Stags. A bus of
More College Bowl Contests
in any particular team sport,
spectators came from Albertus are planned with Marymount,
and those who did not have the
and after the contest, a. social Manhattanville, New Rochelle,
opportunity to participate in orwas held in Loyola Lounge.
and Good Counsel Colleges, and
ganized sports previous to their
On March 10 the Stags lost a return match with Albemus
coming to Fairfield.
the second Bowl contest to Iona Magnus College is also planned.
The first meeting of the Acad- the meeting was to concretize
Each course will last about fifty
bya score of 220 to 185.
From these contests four of the emic Forum consisted of a pre- the notions of Fairfield's bounds minutes and the amount of exerThe College Bowl Contests are Fairfield co?testants will be liminary discussion with Father and goals for the student repre- cise will depend on the candia projeCt of the Student Counc~L chosen f?r. the G.E. College Bowl {)ughlin S.J., Dean <if Studies, sentatives. Such a foundation it
(Con'l on Page 7. Col. 3)
A committee composed of Kenny on t,:levlSlon..
..
on the goals of this universiJty was felt, would be valuable in
Keane chairman' Joe SantanFaIrfield Umverslty IS on a as it is situated in the area of future sessions.
gelo, jerry Heme'nway, and Fr. stand-by basis for t~e G.E. Col- education. No other members of
The meeting included discus- "Dogwood Festival"
Lynch, coach, is organizing and lege BowL Accordmg to the the faculty and administration sion on such subjects as: the
Slated For May 10-12
conducting the contests as a
(Con'l on Page 3, Col. 3)
were present, as the purpose of intelleotual and moral goals of
training 'period for the team - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : . . . . . - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - ' - - ' - - - Catholic education, professors,
James White, chairman of the
which has been invited-. to apFairfield's present self-study pro- 1963 Dogwood Festival, has anpear on the G.E. College Bowl
gram, the Honors Program and nounced that final plans for this
on CBS television. Fr. Lynch is
the scope of the Academic year's Festival are nearly comresponsible for compiling the
Forum.
plete. The festivities will take
questions asked at each contest.
Father Coughlin was asked by place on the weekend of May
The entire Fairfield team at
the representatives to define the 10, 11 and 12. This date will give
present consists of Bob Slattery,
Fr. Victor Leeber, S.J., Assistelementary concepts of Catholic the students a chance to relax
'63; Joseph Esposito, '64; Dale ant Professor of Spanish at F a i r - e d u c a t i o n . In so doing, the Dean before the grind of the final
McNulty, '64; Lawrence O'Neil, field, has been chosen this year
remarked that Fairfield offers examinations.
'63; Henry Jacek, '63; Thomas to direct the Chilean Program.
the student a pattern of knowWhile· final details have yet
O'Marra, '64; and the four con'This
program,
which
is
centerledge
oriented
toward
a
goal
of
to
be ironed out, White has retestants previously mentioned.
intellectual and moral develop- leased a tentative schedule of
Fr. Lynch stated that these ed bya four month stay in Santiment. He emphasized the neces- events. The Festival will open
ten men were chosen from the ago, Chile, is sponsored by ForE!sity of forming common atti-. with the formal prom, an event
students who took the specially ham University and by the
Foreign
Service
Institute
of
the
tudes
for approaching both the that' annually draws a capacity
prepared College Bowl exams.
intellectual and moral life. From crowd. The Prom will take place
The exams tested each person's U.S. S tat e Department. A
this basis, the individual's atti- at the Longshore Country Club
power' of quick recall. The first few of the advantages of this
program
for
Spanish
students
tudes and concerns may be ex- in neighboring Westport and will
exam was one {)f general knoware
a
bettering
of
their
underpressed in his major course of last from 8: 30-1: 00. Following
ledge. The second had six parts
study.'
the Prom, the couples will adgeneral information, litera- standing of the socio-economic
Moving to a discussion of Fair- journ to a Post Prom Party at
ture, history and current events, life and problems of the people
field's professors, the question a site yet to be determined.
philosophy and theology, art of South America, and the enhancing of their knowledge of
was raised and discussed of the Kevin Murphy, chairman of the
and music, and science.
variations in ability. The stu- Post Prom Party, announced
The Student Council assisted the Spanish language.
Fr. Leeber will be leaving
dents felt that excellent profes- that the affair' will run from
someti,m,, e in the
sors are worked for by their 1: 00-3: 30 and that a definite
fo r Santiago
SORRY BUT-. . .
~.
FATHER
LEEDER,
S.J.
middle of Maya,nd ,miami to re_ stu d en t s, w h'1 l
e 'mcompe t en t ·SIte WI'11 b e announce d'm th e
due. to mechanical c i r c
u
m
.
.
.
.
t
h
1
th
f th e STAG .
turn sometime in the middle of will also include touring. Father eac ers on y
war t s t u d en t nex t e d't'
1 Ion 0
stances beyond our control September. As of yet the exact plans to visit, with his students, curiosity and intellectual growth.
After a rest Saturday mornthe STAG has been released dates have not been confirmed. such trad~tional places of inter- Father Coughlin stated that ing, the Festivalites will proceed
today instead of Wednesday. While in Chile ,Father intends est as the National Library of while the university staff may to Sherwood Island State Park
This deviation from the pub- ' to conduct a seminar on Latin the National Congress, the Na- b e gra d e d f rom exce11 en t t 0 m
. W es t por t fo r an 0 ld fash'oned
1 '
lication schedule is neither American Problems, and super- tional Historical Museum, the wea k , none a t F aIr
. fi e ld are m.
. . th a t b
' a tIP .M'. Th'IS
plcmc
egms
permanent nor intentional vise the social, academic and 'Zoological Gardens and the a d equa t e. H e wen t on t 0 as k a ft ernoon h as b een ab'g
h't
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and future releases will fo1- extra-curricular activities of the other maJ'or points of interest w h at t h e cn' t
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Tuition's Up For 1963-64;
Increase Totals 250 Dollars

ColI. Bowl Contests Renewed;
T.V. Appearance Tentative

Tentative Plan
Of Physical Ed
Sponsored By' '63

be'

Acad. Forum Under Way:
Goals And Scope Discussed

Fordh,am Selects~Fr. Leeber
To !lead '63 Chilean·Program
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P-age'Two

STUDENT ,COUNCIL"
MINUTES

OPINION POLL

By BOB BOLLO
Fred Weismiller, '63
QUESTION:
Do you think a band is an
A band would not be distractincentive to cheering at the ing if it were used sensibly that is before the game, during
MARCH 7, 1963
basketball g1ames? Do you think half-time, and during time outs.
it would be distracting?
The
meeting
was
opened
with a prayer at 7:30 p.m. in the
ANSWERS:
However, it should' not play
Campion
Lounge.
William Crawford, '65
while the actual game is in
Absent - Mr. Hoehler, Mr. Vestro, Mr. Clutterbuck, Mrs. Burke.
I definitely feel that a band motion.
"
Late - Mr. Keane, Mr. Hemenway.
would provide the added incen- Lorenzo Zeugner, '65
Excused - Mr. Giblin, Mr. Reidy, Mr. Duquette.
tive to arouse ,the emotions· of
I believe that a band' would.
The Treasurer's report showed a balance of $345.46.
the Fairfield students. Whether be .a great incentive to the
we win or not is iITelevant. The cheering at the games. What
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
point is that the team repre'- more proof do you need than to
Standing Committees:
sents the student body and _if look at the St. Joe's routing
others feel ·that the team isn't sec'tion. In my opinion they have
Standing Committees:
.
worth cheering for w~y don't one of the best cheerdng sections
Activities Committee - No report:they try out for the team 'them~ in college basketball.. Their band
Grievance Committee ---, No report.
selves. So instead of just laying travels with the team and is a
Financial Committee - The petty cash fund has a balance of
dormant in the stands let's get great heLp in the team's vic$11.25.
.
a band to arouse the school tories. If a band can work for
Legislative Committee - The Committee recommended the
VINCENT OLIVIERO
spirit.
other college teams it most cerapproval of the Constitution of the Berskshire County
Gary Ambert. '63
tainly will help the Stags who
Area Club.
'
No, I don't think ,it is an deserve .all the backing' they
. Publicity Committee - A column will appear in the STAG
incentive to cheering. However, can get.
to introduce the studnets to the new system of governI· think it would highlight and Bob Hutter, '63
ment being prepared by the CounciL An article will apraise the spirit of the student
From a spectator's point of
pear in the STAG describing the first meeting of the
By VINCENT TESTA '"
body. It. would have to be well view I imagine a band would .vincent Oliviero, '63, lived in .
Academic Forum. Three Mass cards are to be sent out.
organized and expert or it would be an added incentive to cheer. the Bronx, New York until six
Elections Committee - No report.
".
defeat its purpose.
It builds up the spirit at a game
years ago when he moved to Special Committees:
Pat Burke, '66
and is something different from Fairfield with his family. He
Honor Committee - An answer would appear in the STAG
I think that a band is definite- the ordinary cheers.
.
attended Fairfield Prep, finishin response to the four letters appearing in the last issue.
ly an incentive to cheering. 'In
From a player's point of view ing a four year course in only
College Bowl Committee ---, The first Bowl, held with Albertus
high school our band played at I don't think a band would be three years, and was active in
Magnus was very successful. The second meet would be
the games and' it seemed to distracting at all. But I myself J.V. football, the- swimming
held on March 10 against Iona. The Fairfield team has
heighten the enthusiasm. I don't don't think it would add to the club, and the Drama Society. .'
been given a stand-by position to appear on the telethink it would be at all dis- player's spirit since he is only door spor.ts such as skin diving
vision program this Spring, and if no team wins five
tracting to the players.
half ·aware of the fans and noise
While at the University, outtimes in succession during the Spring, Fairfield will be
Victor Costello, '64
once' the game starts.
have becltme one means of engiven a definite date for the Fall.
I do not think that a band at Dennis Buckley, '66
the basketball games would .be
A band would not by any joying life but he has continued
appropriate. It would not be an means detract from the atten- to keep up with the -stiff pre- Report on Constitution:
Executive Committee - Mr. Hughes - Four men would be
incentive to cheer. It would just tion of the' games, but would medicalco\ll'lSes and achieved
elected by the Student BodY,a President, Vice-President,
be additional noise Which is' not definitely add the necessary zest honors consistently. During four
Secretary, and Treasurer. The President would be a senneeded.
and spirit to the student body. years he has taken part in suoh
ior, the Vice-President a junior, the Secretary and Treaactivities as the Mendel Clup,
surer could be elected from either the senior, junior, or
'Alpha Sigma Nu, the K of C,
sophomore classes. The President 'would have the final
and the Cardinal Key Society.
say in all matters and would have a veto power which
During his. Junior year Vinny
could be overruled by the Legislature.
was General Chairman of the
Freshman (Class of '65) Orienta'Legislative Committee - Mr. Russoniello - The purpose of
tion Week. He also steered the
Legislature would be to form the law and a disciplinary
code. There would be graduated class representation
'YYIcs "-'V'~Aom.
Sherwood Island Picnic at the
.1!lC. UU; IU\) '."
Dogwood Festival to its' great
based on the number of students in a class when it enterLast month the Student Council announced plans to waive success.
ed the University in freshman year.
its present constitution in favor of adopting a three branch form
During this past semester
Judicial Committee - Mr. Keane ~ The Court w6~ld conof student government. Since such an extensive and vital proposal Vinny was elected to the Pretain nine judges,' who would be elected by the Legislature
will alter the authority of the Student Association in regulating medical Society, Alpha Epsilon
with the approval of the Executive. Four judges would
its own activity,- it must be approved by a student body vote later Deua,~. the basis of his high
be seniors, three juniors, and two sophomores. Once -electthis semester. The Student Council plans, through a series of Baver ge and.his contributions ede, a judge would serve until graduation or impeachsuch columns, to introduce you to this new system of government. to the Biology Department of
ment. A Chief Justice would conduct the meetings and
- The Studen~ 'Association, that complex of 1400 men divided the U' versity. As another sign
vote only in the case of a tie.
into four classes, now has a legislative body of twenty-three rep- of his cadeiriic ability it should
resentatives (the Student Council) regulating its activity. The be' nQted tluit he has already'
Suggestions were made on all the above reports and were·
consistent growth of Fairfield University, the increasing deinandsbeen !accepted to the Geor.ge- referred to the Committees involved to be worked out.
and needs of the student body, and the limited constitutional scope town/School of Medicine. How- NEW BUSINESS:
of the Council have caused the representatives to consider a new ever, Vinny has major interests
Motion, Mr. Mastrapasqua _ That the Constitution of the
system. These men freely admit, as the student body has remarked off campus as well as on campus.
Berkshire County Area.Club be approved. sec. dis. passed.
so often recently, that the Council is relatively inactive. The He has worked vigorously on
ff .
I b
bl h
the People to People onference,
Motion, Mr. Schuck That the Council reimburse Mr.
reasons f or th IS me ectlveness are §evera, ut proba y t e most
Hughes and Mr. Russoniello for any expenses incurred on
outstanding is the narrow scope of the construction, enveloping set up in 1956 by former Presitheir trip to Iona.
sec. dis. passed.
orily·legislative authority. This condition has seen the Council'be- dent Eisenhower. He was Faircome more and more bogged down in trivial matters. Meanwhile field's representative to the
Thomas FitzGerald '63:
the students' greater demands have remained out of the hands Conference, the purpose of
Recording S'ecr~tary
of its government.
which was to develop a better"
The Council has consulted twenty-five other schools in an and dee per understanding
attempt to find a more functional system. The information from among. the students of all
these schools has been reviewed and the opinion of the Council nations.
is that the three branch form-consisting of legislative, executive,
Vinny is this year's President
and' judicial bodies-is most suitable and potentially effective for of the Bridgeport Area Club,
our circumstances.
and is presently up to his neck
This new form of student government offers the following with the problems involved in
positive advantages over the present Student Council:
sponsoring the Annual Glee
1) The expansion to three branches will create a definite Club Concert at the Klein Mesense of responsibility and authority within the student body be- morial. This has long been one
cause the students will have the right to govern (executive), and of the outstanding events of the
judge (judicial), themselves, as weU as legislate.
year at Fairfield, and is only one
.2) A greater unity will evolve in the student body because of many programs offered by·
more students will be directly involved in the government, and the the B. A. K.
.
executive branch will be elected by the entire Student Association.
Buring this semester in his
3) The three branches will be able to cope with all conceiv- hours of relaxation Vinny will
able demands of the student body because each of the representa- be restoring a Model A Ford.
tives will be free to devote all of his time to his particular branch This antique automobile is his
(i.e. the legislative body will not execute its own legislation.)
means of transportation to and
4) The executive branch will integrate campus organizations from school. It is fully equipped
and activities through a soCial calendar.
with spoked wheels, and rumble
seat. Following an interview on
5) Through a proposed Activity Fee, the executive branch campus last week this reporter
1st PRIZE - TV
will distribute funds to all organizations so that the amount of was given a free test drive.
activity on campus will be enhanced.
Who's. next'!
2nd PRIZE
STEREO SET
6) The students' ability to handle their own discipline in the --"'--"""."~'- - - - - - - - - Judicial branch will lead to a. greater conscientiousness in their
rights and"'obligations to the university and themselves as students.
RULES' 1. CONTEST OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS' OF
.'
'1'J.lTl:: TTNTVERSITY.
7) The judicial branch will be wide enough to accommodate
2. EACH EMPTY PACKAGE OF MARLBORO,
an Honor System, if it is ever proposed.
PARLIAMENT. ALPINE AND PHILLIP MOR8) The legislative body can control regulations where the
RIS MUST HAVE NAME AND ADDRESS OF
Honor Society and extra-curricular points are concerned; also it
ENTRANT ON IT.
.
will remain close enough to campus organizations to evaluate
WHO WINS: ....
their worth.
WINNERS DETERMINED BY DRAWING
In ;m attempt to judge opinion of this proposed government,
. OF TWO PACKS
the Student Council welcomes any comment, either through the
STAG or by personal contact with the class representatives.
Get on the IfRANDWAGON ••• it's lots of fun!
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IN THE COLLEGE

BRAND ROUND· UP

PRIZES:

On March 29, the Russian
Circle will present "Alexander Nevsky," a dassic of the
Russian film industry. This
film was made in 1938 by
Russia's greatest film director,
~rei Eisenstein. The film is
an early sound movie, and
will be shown in Canisius
Hall.

.~
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GO
BRAGI-I.
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fresh' taste· l'
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',K 'OF -C NOTES

.

LEO PAQUETrE

This past Sunday, March 10,
the Knights of Columbus of
Fairfield University held their
third set of Degrees for this
school, year. The proceedings
were held at Coleman Hall, the
K of C hall in Fairfield. Attending was a group of thirty-three
candidates. Six of these were
from the University of Bridgeport. Of these six, three became
members of the Father Coleman
Council and three became members of the Monsilgnor Murphy
Council in Bridgeport. The total

I

numbers of new members in'-'
, -COLLEGE~'BOWL
ducted -into the Knights this
(Con't from Page I, Col. 2)
year exceeds 100:' The Degrees
'were given in the afternoon fol- rules of the show, after a team
lowing a Communion Breakfast has won five consecutive 'con~
tests, it is disqualified. Two new
held in. the mo;rning.
teams are then chosen. Fairfield
* * *
Applications from the Su~ University is to be the replacepreme Council for the Star ment for a five-time, winner. If
Council Award have been re- no one team wins five times
ceived by the Fairfield Univer- before the end of 1;4is semester,
sity Council. The Star Council Fairfield will be given a regular
Award isa certificate given to invitation sometime during the
the council for fulfilling a num- fall semester. When they appear
ber of prescribed activities. The the four contestants will stay
University's Council has receiv- at the Waldorf-Astoria as guest
ed this award for the past two of the show and will receive
years and expects to achieve this complimentary theater tickets to
a play. Practice sessions for the
merit a,gain this year.
show will be held before the
* ,* *
actual filming. The show will be
It has been announced that filmed at C.B.S. Studio 52 at
the elections for the officers are 254 W. 54th St. in New York.
set for April 3 with the annual
The studio has facilities for an
banquet scheduled for May.
audience and students and alum* * *
ni are welcomed. You may write
Leo Paquette has been chosen for tickets at this address:
as the Knight of the Month for
the month of February. He is
Tickets
the Lecturer for the Council
G.E. College Bowl
C.B.S.
and is in charge of entertainment and provisions for Council
485 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y.
funotioris.

DOGWOOD
. '
FESTIVAL
(Con't, from Page I, Col, 5)

The Student Council hopes to

incr~as~ academic inter~st ?y

contmumg the contests wIth different colleges after the tele:
vision appearance.

drink is provided for this after- 1 : - - - - - - - - - - - - - noon, and one need only bring continue with a twist party in
a date, a blanket and a good
the back gym. The music will
appetite.
Saturday night the festivities be supplied by a well :known
rock n' roll group whose' identity will be revealed in the
March 27 STAGS This is a new
event for the DOgWbod Festival,
but members of th~ committee
feel that this event will add
more merriment and excitement
to the Festival.
, PHILOSOPHY n
Sunday morning, those at-

Richard Lawless

ASPECT

In the last column, a general broadside was leveled against
that perennially favorite object of criticism for the Catholic college student, his required philosophy course. That column, sopho-,
moric in form as it was, has achieved its purpose if it has raised
the question of philosophy in a Catholic college .above the level
of a mar4 book to the level of meaning and relevance to the individual student. Now that the question has been raised, ASPECT
Will beg~:p. to consider speci~c solutions that have arisen from
discussion of this subject and also gathered from outside sources.
These solutions vary'in approach and emphasis - but given the
present lack of interest in' philosophy courses all deserve consideration and discussion. No one pretends that· anyone of 'these
considerations is a panacea But having admitted the sickness, let's
at least consider some medicines that might effect a cure.

'~

Mr, Donnarumma
By HARRY R1SSETTO

For the past sixteen years
Fairfield's faculty has been enhanced by one of Connecticut's
outstanding lecturers 'and historians. Mr. Carmen Donnatumma,
a native of Waterbury, earned
his A.B. and M.A. from Fordham University 'and has done
graduate work' at Columbia
University. An Associate Professor of History at the University Mr. Donnarumma isa member of The Medieval Academy,
The American Catholic Historical Society and the Catholic
Classical Society. Always active
in public affairs Mr. "D." serves
on the Archdiocesan Bureau of
Social Services, and was a member of the Connecticut division
of the Little Hoover Commission.
We have omitted a lengthy
descriptive' essay beCause we
feel the best way to get to know
Mr. Donnarumma is to read his
views on subjects of mutual
interest. For' brevity we have
taken the liberty of condensing
his statements to a few sentences or a key phrase.
Academic- Forum: a good
sounding board for student
opinion.
.

tending the festival Will attend
a 10 a.m. Mass in Loyola Chapel.
This is in keeping with the
spiritual tradition of Fairfield.
Following the Mass, there will
be a COrrimunion Breakfast in
the Loyola -Cafeteria.
Sunday afternooll, the weekend comes to end with a cOncert
by big name entertainment. The
show begins' at 2: 30 P.M. In the
next editionof the STAG, the
name of the talent chosen to
Honor System: Ideal but unhighlight this weekend will be
released and that same day fortunately Utopian.
tickets for the weekend will go
STAG: A good newspaper alon sale.
though at times it tends to be
James White said that he be- over-critical. There is a lot of
lieves having major entertain- good at Faiffield that the STAG
ment at two events will add could write about.
greatly to the enjoyment of the
"Yal~ Look": It's about time
weekend as well as adding presthe University matured and
tige to the affair.

SUGGESTED APPROACHES
,
I. A more historical approach to the subject should be undertaken. This would mean at least one full year of comprehensive
survey. Philosophers would be read in a series of selections from
their own writings, not in neat capsules. They would be put in
their historic contexts and be compared with others of that time
writing on a related subject. Some part of the course might be 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - given to insights of particular men as they relate to philosophical
questions of today. Besides pointing out error, we would also beneSINGER
fit in pointing out the good in other men's philosophies - indeed
offers
we might learn something.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
II. If we are to base our philosophy in the Thomistic-ArisWITH
totelian synthesis, let us not take it for granted as we might
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
pronouncements of the Ecumenical Councils and infallible statements of the Popes. As members of a twentieth century culture
A unique summer employand being peculiarly pragmatic and (ideally at least) initially skep- ment opportunity with chaltical; we should not accept a statement merely because we are lenging career possibilities,
told to or see this statement affirmed in a book - we should either limited only by your ambiaffirm its truth reasonably, or refrain from saying we believe in ' tion and ability, with a wellit.. If we are really to accept the Thomistic system and make it es~blished international orpart of our lives, it should be presented in a way that is defensive, ganization, is available to aU
not dogmatic. Or perhaps we a:re not really sure that system can under,l!raduates.
,Work this summer in one
hold its own before its objectors and those of a different view?
of the 1600 branches of the
III. Instead of the often fruitless attempt to make our system SINGER Sewing Machine
in itself relevant to today's problems, what about integration with .company near your home.
other academic subjects? Thus, we would be presented the syn- Gain valuable busIness exthesis in straight thesis forin (memorizing it in an intellectual perience while earning salary
manner, not, bowing to the pressures of testing, by rote) and use olus commission. Your potential abilities will be developthis form, especially in such subjects as literature, economics, psyed by our proven training
chology, theology, (possibly a specialized Ethics course for the program.
various professional fields). Or perhaps our system cannot be
, Successful men who wish
applied this concretely?
to finance their education
IV. What about presenting reading of modern Catholic phi- may continue on a part-time
basis during school term. All
~0sophers? Such men as Maritain; Gilson, D'Arcy and Marli:elhave
successful men will be given
a tremendous respect as philosophers. If we are given modern
a graduation career opporCatholic thinkers, in criticism and history and theology, why not, tunity.
in philosophy?
Eleven Student Recruits in
V. There seems to be the mistaken notion present among us the United States will receive
$300 scholarship from the
that the only practical use of our philosophy-comes. in. ethics. In- ..,a
Company:
tellectually and humanly, this is a great ,mistake. If we cannot
For' _ personal intervie:w-,
adjust, rethink and rephrase our Epistemology, metaphysics and
write;- stating- name and locapsychology to a real confronting or today's questions' in those tionof college, area of desir·areas, we may as well not bother., to take philosophy. An entire' ea--- empJoymerit;, course _ or'
re-evaluation of the philosophy courses taken -at Catholic colleges major, and -year of' gradua- ',-.,
could be profitably undertaken. How do we measure up to the tion, to:,' '
intellectual challenges and ,trends in,today's United.statesJ If'we '
, SINGER SEWING"
don't ,do this, I fea£,.-we will never- get more: from others·,-than a
MACHINE.-ceMPitNY:""""""somewhat~snide' amazement at~the~intricate.,meclianicsot'our, sys30 RockefeHer PlaZa;,
tem..But a system is' of no value. if it does not help'men,in their.
concrete, :practical experien'Ces~and' problems. as men.~: _
Personnel Director
(Next week: more. suggestefusolutions and. answering
- Executi!e Office--62nd; Floor -
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another class.

started promoting its 0 w n
"Look." Let's grow up and be
unique in ourselves; and stop
being second' rate imitations of
HOly Cross and Yale when we
don't have to be.
Apathy: We expect too much
from' our students. They can't
study and still 'attend every
event on campus. There are only
so many hours in a day.
Youth: I've worked a lot with
youth and find that many adults
underestimate their intelligence.
If ideas are presented on a level
they can understand they are
very capable of reasQning correctly.
..
New Frontiers: Faculty participation. is 'a good thing but we
must remember that it is a student publication and not a faculty journal.
Seminars: A most effective
means of teaching. It can be
adapted to larger classes through
the medium of class discussion.
It should be used 'as extensively
as possible because it teaches
the student to communicate his
ideas..
Interpretation of History: An
historian has the' right to interpret the facts as long as he lets
the reader know beforehand.
FAIRFIELD: Fairfield is a
relatively small college. But we
should exploit this situation
rather than treating it as a mill
stone. A ·firm student - teacher
relationship should be a basic
part of the education. Our smallness represents a potential
rather than an obstacle.

INTERVIEWS ·for:
Sales and
Sales Management
Training Program
This Program is designed to develop young men
for careers in life insurance sales and sales management, It provides an initial training period of 3
months (including 3 weeks at a Home Office School)
before the men move into full sales work;
,
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opPortunity to move onto such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales,
The Connecticut Mutual is a'U6-year-old company with, 558,000 policyholder-members and over
five !Jillion dOIJ.ars of life insurance in force. AggreSSlve expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for the men accepted,
.~ge with the placement officeAor'''' inter- '
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Editorial Commentary

L_E_IT_'E_1l_S_Ti_O_T_'H_E_E_'D_l_Ti_O_il

110-"_ _

Criticism & The Stag
believe it is the responsibility of the
reader, student or Faculty member,
to comment in such a way as to convince the writers to change their uncomprehending or misinformed, their
jejune or-immature, their poorlywritten or uneducated opinions. If
we are given the opportunity to act
in a mature way, then we expect to
be treated in a mature way if we
respond to the opportunity responsibly. If we do not see the norms
involved, then we expect to be shown
the norms. But the present quips in
class, and the possibly-stated diatribe
are not responsible replies to a group
searching for its responsibilities and
willing to accept criticism in good
faith.
If, contrary to our belief, we are
"telling the Administration what to
do," then would someone charitably
inform us how to convey the concept
of our suggesting what we ,believe are
legitimate criticisms offered in a mature way.
Last year, the STAG handed out
criticism forms" to over 40 students
and Faculty members renowned for
their interest in the school. We appreciated the half-dozen replies we received. Weare starting this again.
,.Does anyone still doubt our sincerity? to get to the truth? to contribute to the University? to perfect
the status quo?

TUTION
INCREASE

is not only considerate but also laudable.
The financial burdens which grow
every year for all American parents,
but especially for the sectarian American parents, must soon become a
universal theme about which we, as
persons, eX,ercising our freedom of
worship. And our right to be educated in private instiutions., will rally. The University's contemporary
increase is only one of the myriad
financial burdens carried by parents
who are supporting both the public
and private systems of education
without consideration of their choice
to exercise their freedom to worship
and their legal rights.
It is a facile act for a collegiate'
journalist to pen the cry for a test
case in the Supreme Court. He does
not realize the make-up of the Court
at this time, the lack of interest by
sectarian parents, and a host of other
hindrances. But he must, as a collegian, as a person exercising his free~
dom of worship, realize that the issue
must soon be resolved or the educacational growth of the populace will
be sheerly determined by wealth, not
intelligence. Right now, we, the collegians, must grow in our intelligence
of the issues and assist the understanding' and motivation of all parents.

Rev. Father Rector's announcement of the increases in tuition and
board costs comes as an inevitable decision to those students who are
aware of the University's activities.
The effort to distribute the burden of
the increase over a two-year period

A College Paper?
ACP Tells Why
The Associated Collegiate Press of
th~ University of Minnesota has ex-

pressed in capsule form the amwer
to a question frequently voiced on
college campuses: Why is a college
newspaper?
The answer is outlined in the following five points:
1. To provide an organ of infor~
mation that will present all the
views desired by those who are
actively interested in the institution-the students, faculty,
administration, parents, alum~
ni and friends.
2. To breathe the distinctive spirit
of the institution which it represents.

3. To provide an organ for the
expression of students thought
and to unify ideals and objectives.
4. To create a wholesome college
spirit and to support the institution's best traditions.
'
'5: To promote and encourage
worthy college activities.
PUBLICATION SCHEDULE
Issue of March 27. 1963
3/IS-News and Sports a.igDmeDJs.
"
3 p.m.
Editors Meeting. 6 p.m.
3/20-DeadliDe for Letters-to-lhe-Editor. Editorials. Featur... 4 p.m.
3/21-New. and Sport. deadliDe. 3 p.m.
Editorial Board. 6:30 p.m.~
pion Conference Hm.
3/22--Layout staff report for proofreading and head1iDe writing. 3
p.m.
2/24-FiDal Layout. 3 p.m.
3/2~Page

proof. at The Town Crier.
12 DOOn

3/27-Clrc:ulatlon

student investigation. If I don't have
that jurisdiction, I certainly would not
consider turning in a student whose
1'0 the Editor:
cheating might have been the product
Februar:;' 13th's "Aspect" column and
of the proctors indifferent attitude in
lead editorial, in criticizing the philosoregard to the supervising, which proctor I would be unable to name.
phy program, seemed to omit-or softpedal to the point of inaudibility-one
But the problem goes deeper than
this struggle between, proctor and stuoutstanding feature of it: that, exceptdent. In my opinion the atmosphere
ing two non-required senior courses
is important, e,xtremely important. It
each given three semester hours' credit,
is here that the students hold full sway.
the only philosophy taught here'is that
If I may draw a comparison to prove
of the Thomistic school. My own exmy point, you don!t effectively prevent
posure to Thomism leads me to admit
students from walking on the school
that there is much in it that is excelseal in the gymnasium until you've
lent. However, when one considers that
developed among them an attitude of
a survey of other philosophies is offrespect for that seal nor do you develop
ered only after three years of Thomism, ' this attitude overnight.
it appears that the aim of the program
It's the same with cheating. It's very
is more' one of indoctrination than of
difficult,almost imposs~ble, to eradicate
enlig4!enment.
completely all vestiges ,of cheating
As the principal philosophical school
among a group that is familiar with
associated with the Church, Thomism
the methods employed and that has
no doubt should be included in the
seen cheating successfuly carried out.
higher education of Catholics; but in
Nor do you threaten them with ima time that has been termed "the postmediate expulsion for their first offense.
Christian era," and in 'a nation where
Cheating can be minimized, even eradiCatholics are a minority group, it is
cated, and it will be done, but it will
appropriate to give undergraduates a
require at least four years of continuous ,propagandizing by 1he Honor Comwider knowledge of the other philosophies which have formed he mentality' 'mittee, an acceptance of the principles,
in toto, that the Honor Comrnmittee
of our time.
will lay down, and, finally, an intensiThere have been indications of a
fied orientation of the incoming Freshtrend toward a broader approach: the
man classes for the next four years to
metamorphosis of the relatively obscure
these principles and to the school's
Aquinas Academy into the active Phientire social code.
losophy Club; the phenomenology
Both the Student Council and the
"bug"; ,the two senior courses mentioned above; the presence of Contempor- Honor Committee of that body are
ary European Philosophy in the book- moving toward the consolidation of all
these aims: the establishment of a social
store, and others. These are steps in the
right direction; more steps, and bigger code, the institution of a student court
to determine individual abuses of this
ones, are in order.
code, and a general awareness of the
Victor Urbanowicz '64
problems within the college complex
and the most efficient means of alleviating the burdens and dangers to the
student ,that will come with Fairfield's
growth.
To the Editor:
Cheating hurts the good student as
In the last issue of the STAG four well
the offender, but we must atstudents in their letters to the editor temptaspositive
measures for reducing
manifested great concern for the dethe injury to both groups, on the one
gree of cheating prevalent during the
hand patience, and on the other, deterJanuary final examinations. To each mination
,and fortitude. Once we've acof these men I wish to express my complished .this then we'll talk about
thanks for their interest in the problem.
an Honor System.
However, I do wish to make it clearJoseph·P. Russoniello '63
ly known that something is being done
about the problem at least from the
All 'leUers-to-the-Editor must be
student standpoint. The fact that each
turned iDto the Office one week beinstance of cheating that we detect is
fore publication dale. They must be
note .directly made known to the stutypewriUen double-spaced. and are
dent body reflects the seriousness in
subject to deletiolcl or rejection by lhe
dealing with such a problem and the
Editor. No JeUera are returnable.
hesitation I would have in turning in
any student to the authorities. I
Any .tudenl wlahiDg to JoiD lhe
wouldn't consider naming a poor proc=STAG ataff ahould leave hla name
tor for the explicit purpose of having
and phone number at the Office (CIOI)
him removed from the examination
or with any Editor.
room; this is llJOt an area subject to

CHEATING

~taq
Published bi-weekly by Students of Fairfield University during regular university year,
except during holiday and examination periods. The subscription rate is two dollars and
fifty cents per year: address - Box 913, Campion Hall.
Repreaenled for National Advertising by
National AdvertiaiDg Service. Inc.
Office: Campion 101-102, Phone CL 6-1011, Ext. 307 (Editor: CL 9-9162)

Afternoon Mass
Favored

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
VINCENT R .. D'ALESSANDRO

Among the opportunities for liturgical worship offered here, an addition to the religious services has come
which has long been needed.
Starting with this season of Lent,
the 4: 45 p.m. Mass has been offered,
as of the present understanding, until
thE:.. Easter holidays. The STAG offers the motion that the 4: 45 Mass
become a permanent liturgical activity throughout the scholastic year.
Not only is the Mass at that hour
more attractive to the traditional laterisers, but, positively, is the center
hour of the layman's day on campus
, and, thus, is more liturgically correct.
Starting the day with Mass has less
rationale than the Mass as the central
act of the collegian's day, not only in
theory, but in chronological fact.
This proposal is aimed at giving
human nature a chance and trying to
perfect it by offering the more sensible hour for Mass for the whole
school year.
...
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Philosophy

He:

In the past several issues of the
STAG, the following editorials have
received rumored derogatory critici~ni
from some Faculty members: "An
Appeal to the Administration"
(Nov. 21), "More on the Academic
Calendar (Dec. 12), ·~Ineffi.ciency:
Late Marks and Long Lines" and
"Excused Cuts" (Feb. 27).
First, the Editor and the Editorial
Board sincerely appreciates those Fac~
ulty members who state their views
to us.
Second, it is our understanding
that the Administration has adopted
the policy of letting students assume
responsibility and that, in turn, the
students are- treated according to the
measure and the implementation of
that responsibility.
The Editorial Board takes upon
itself, as one task, the responsibility
to write editorials concerning the
issues of contemporaneous importance to the student body or, in some
cases, what we believe the students
should think is important.
As a result of commenting editorially in the STAG, the Board members expect and welcome criticism
offered to us, just as we expect our
criticisms to be accepted for what they
are worth, if anything. And if, perchance, the editorial commentary is
not worth the print used, the paper
consumed, then the Board members

1
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CLUB NEWS
Waterbury Club
Hosts Glee Club

Conservative Club
Sets Constitution

"The larges,t and most active
area club at Fairfield" is a boast
Waterburians intend to uphold
at their annual F.U. Glee Club
Concert, Saturday, March 23rd,
at 8:30 in the Wilby High Sohool
Auditorium. Donation is $1.50.
This event, sponsored for the
benefit of their Scholarship
Fund, donated a record $1000
last year 'and $6000 in its lifetime to area studenJts entering
Fairfield.
Chairman Anthony Grande,
'63 and his committee will be
assisted by ushers from St.
Mary's Nursing School. Post
concert parties are being planned.

Glee Club Concert
Sponsored By HAC
On May 2, the Hartford Area
Club will co-sponsor a Glee
Club concert to be given at the
Bushnell Memorial in Hartford.
The concert will be sponsored in
conjunction with the Polish
. Ladies Guild Federation.
The money raised from this
affair will be used as a scholarship for a Hartford Area student
who.will be attending the University next fall.
Vice-President Simonelli asks
the students from the Hartford
area for their. support and cooperation in this project.
On April 18, the Russian
film classic, "Battleship Potemkin," will be shown in
Gonzaga Auditorium. This
film deals with the mutiny
aboard. the Battleship Potemkin during the unsuccessful
Russian revolution of 1905. It
is being presented by a group
of students who are in the
process of fODming a film
society.
This same group is also presenting, on May 3, '~Intoler
ance," directed by D. W.
Griffith.

Canisius Acadelny
Book By O'Day
At the March 6 meeting of
the Canisius Academy, Robert
Stewart, '66, delivered a report
on the book, "The American
Catholic Dilemma," by Thomas
O'Day.
This work is a sociologist's
study of the problem: where is
the Catholic intellectual? According to Mr. O'Day, the solution to this problem is relatively
simple. Up till now, there have
been no Catholic intellectuals.
The rest of the report was devoted to Mr. O'Day's analysis of
the factors which have inhibited
the growth of Catholic intellectual society.
Some of the f act 0 rs listed
were:
1) The common Catholic at-

The Conservative Club is one
of the newest organizations on
the Fa.irfield Universi.ty campus.
It was organized at the beginning of the second semester of
this year' by a senior, Michael
Lawrenc.e.
The Club's purpose is to teach
members, through actual experience "to be articulate spokesmen for the conservative position in moral, social, economic,
and political matters."
When Mr. Lawrence was askedabout hopes for the club, he
commented: "We want to stimulate debates by presenting clearcut conservative positions. The
students will learn how to present their views in a non-partisan way. Controversy will be
the life-blood of the club. Without that, how can we continue?"
At this time, the club is having .weekly meetings to set its
constitution. The club is making
a final draft of its constitution,
and when this -is completed will
present it to the Student Council. Once the club is under way
its meetings will be less frequent. This will give its memWaterbury Area Club Ofticers 1. Cisham, R. Carulla, T. Grande, W. Gillmartin, stand hopefully bers ample time .to formulate
topics for discussion.
looking forward to their annually sponsored G~ee Club Concert.
-------=:...------------:...-=-------:--------------------The club, in its early stages,
has twenty members. Since this
titude that "we have all the
Club thrives on opinions, it is
answers, so why search."
open to all.
2) The clerical monopoly of
..

S
R
'
-. T a Iks
ynanon
epresentatlve
Catholic intellectual community T.o Universit.y· So.ciology Club
life. "Why tell them of doctrine,
they wouldn't know what we
were talking about anyway."
3) The common idea that an
intellectual quest is incompatJ.
ible with a religious life. "How
can we search for the truth if
the church is the only acceptable answer?"
.
A discussion period followed
the conclusion of the report.

I

Russian Music: Mr. Petry's
Topic In RussianCircle Lectllre
On. February 19, 1963, the
Russian Circle of Fairfield University presented a lecture by
Mr. Walter J. Petry to its members and guests~ Speaking on
Russian music of the nineteenth
century Mr. Petry mentioned
that of the "Russian Five":
Balakirev, Borodin, Cui, RitnskiKorsakov, and Moussor.gsky, the
last is by far the most significant
for his embodiment of the Russian spirit in music. Instead of
discussing "Boris Godunov" exclusively, which is perhaps the
most famous of all Russian
operas, ·Mr. Petry also talked
about a lesser known work of
Moussorgsky
"Khovanchina."
Besides its obvious lack of arias,
he pointed out that this opera
perfectly manifests that spirit
of melancholy which is found in

Clampett's Sport Center
Featuring A Complete Line Of
Rawling1s Baseball Gloves

Store Hours: 9 to 6:00.
Fri.: 9 to 9:00

Fairfield, Conn.

other forms of Russian music of
the nineteenth century. While
playing various excerpts from
this opera, Mr. Petry pointed out
the dominant air of tragedy
which pervades the entire work.
In a comparison between
Moussorgsky and Rimski-Korsakov, Mr. Petry discussed the
coronation scene in "Boris Godunov." He mentioned that RimskiKorsakov wrote the peasants'
song for this particular scene in
a joyous and triumphant tone,
while the original interpretation
of this scene by Moussorgsky
is restrained and heavy. Since in
,the historical account of the
coronation the peasants were
forfced iJIlto the square to cheer
Boris Godunov, a usurper, Mr.
Petry suggested that perhaps
Moussorgsky's interpretation is
the more realistic of the two.
In the light of this conclusion
Mr. Petry sta<ted that the artist
is a true artist indeed, who
would saY,as Moussorgsky did:
"Not beauty for its own sake,
but truth whatever it be."

SAM Holds Elections;
O'Connor Voted Pres.

"The Store of The Stars"

. 1555 Post Road

By .JOHN GERAGHTY

The Sociology Club of Fairfield University sponsored a talk
given on Feb. 26 by Synanon,
an organization for the rehabili-·
tation of drug addicts, which
is run in much ,the same manner
as' Alcoholics Anonymous.
Synanon -has been in the news

CL 9-5846

On February 18, the University Chapter of S.A.M. held elections. Elected were: John H.
O'Connor, president; Ralph Ferriolo, vice-president, and John
DeCesare, secretary-treasurer.
Last Wednesday the club was
given a guided tour of the Continental Baking Company of
Bridgeport, bakers of Wonder
Bread ,and Rolls. Under the
guidance of Mr. Anthony Presuto, personnel manager of the
company, a group of students,
including the club moder·ator,
Mr. Robert O'Neil, witnessed the
entire process of baking rolls,
beginning with the raw ingredientsand ending with the finished product packaged and ready
for delivery. After the tour, the

Collegiate UN Holds
Organizational Meeting

recently regarding its house in
Westport. There have been recent attempts to close the house
The Collegiate Council for the
due 10 zoning restrictions invok- United Nations held an organed by the city.
izational meeting March 6th.
The two representatives, Jim At this meeting a committee was
Spellman and Dave .Deitch, elected to draw up a constituboth ex-addicts, described Syna- tion which will be presented to
non as a self-help institution for the Student Council for apdrug addicts who sincerely want proval.
The CCUN is' a nation-wide
to break the habit. There are no
psychiatrists employed, nor is group with over 350 college
there a regular medical staff ohapters and is affiliated with
other than doctors who donate the United Nations..
their time to take care of the
Its purpose is to educate the
normal health problems of the college student to a fuller realmembers. The habit is broken ization of the problems which
by the members themselves, aid- confront the United Nations and
ed by ex-addicts who are the the emerging nations of today.
only regular staff.
Forums on world affairs,
There are three stages in the briefings from U.N. missions
Synanon method: first, the ad- and staff members, and particidict is admitted to a Synanon pation in model United Nations
house. He must adjust to new are some of the means employed
surroundings, ·and must live to achieve this purpose.
without any drugs. Second, . Membership is open to all
when his habit has been broken interested students. During the
and he can live without drugs, coming meetings the constituhe obtains a regular job, but tion will be voted on and offistill lives at the house and con- cers will be elected.
tributes a part of his salary to
it. Finally, after a period of
time during which he has ac- PHILOSOPHY CLUB
cumulated a small bank account,
and secured a place to live away
On Tuesday, March 19, the
from haunts of addicts, he Philosophy C I u b of Fairfield
"graduates" and takes his place University will hold the third
in society.
lecture in its present series on
Synanon was begun in 1958 at Modern Philosophy. This meetVenice, California, and was ing will inslude a discussion on
founded by Charles E. Dederich. two books and the philosophies
To date there have been 168 contained therein. All are inpermanent cures, which is vited to attend and a strong inroughly 87 percent of those seek- terest is hoped for by the meming aid.
bel'S of the Club.
Any person or group wishing
The Philosophy Club, which
to contact Synanon for informa- was re-instated this year, has
tion should write to Synanon, to this date sponsored 2 lecture249 Greens Farms Rd., Greens seminars on varying aspects of
Farms, Conn., or call CL 9-2669. Philosophy. Both events were
Groups wishing to visit the well attended and due to this
Synanon house in Westport are the Club plans to continue its
requested to limit their number activities.
as much as possible, keeping the Ip;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
maximum at 10 fur a singie visit.
ALL CLUB NEWS TO APgroup was shown a movie of PEAR IN THE STAG MUST
the procedure for making cup- BE TYPEWRITTEN, DOUBcakes; these are baked by a LE-SPACED AND SUBMiTdivision of the company located TED BY THE THURSDAY
in New Haven.
BE FOR E PUBLICATION.
This tour was one of a list of . DEADLINES FOR THE REevents scheduled by the club MAINDER OF THE SEMESfor the present semester and TER ARE:
.
coming year. All those interested in joining the club and parMarch 21
ticipating in its various activiApril 4
ties are welcome to ,attend the
April 18
next meeting on Tuesday, March
May 2
19 at 3:10. Future plans will be
discussed then.
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FIRST SEMESTER DEAN'S LIST

FIRST HONORS

David Arthur Emilia, Bethel;
Toshiyuki Kikuchi, Tokyo, Japan; Christopher Norman Lang.
h J
h
101S: Bethlehe~: Kennet
osep
MalOcco, BrId,geport; Gerard
Anthony McMahon, New Haven;
Paul Benedict OConnell, Windsor; Francis James Rio, Jr.,
Hamden; James Michael Shea,
Norwich; Thomas Vi n c e n t

Walsh, Shelton; Fred Andrew
Weismiller, New York, N.Y.;
Hu:bert George
Werthmann,
Bridgeport.
Class of 1964
.
David James Attianese, Bridgeport; Robert Joseph Bethke,
East Haven; Peter M. Borchetta,
Byram; Peter Joseph Bryg,
Derby; John Owen Clune, Fair-

field; Thomas/Vincent DeTullio,
New Haven' Robert William
Dillon State~ Island, N.Y.; Her'
h
'M 1
N h
bert Josep
DI. eo a.
ort
Haven; Matthew Richard Dwyer,
Jr., New York, .N.Y.; Robert
Thomas Eagan, Bridgeport; John
James .Empoliti, .Naugatuck;
John WIlfred Font~me, Waterbury; Stephen Cyril Gal1agher,

Bethel; William James Hoehler,
Cresskill, N.J.; John Joseph HorClass of 1963
va.th, Bridgepo~t; Joseph .Frederick Keefe, Litchfield; Richard
Oharles Lawrence Becker,
Murray Lawless, Milton, Mass.;
.'
John Anthony Lechus, Ansonia;
Tean~ck, N.J.: DaVId Raymond
Stephen Anthony Mango, New
Beddmg, Bridgeport; Charles
Haven; Joseph Martin Maturo
Isaac Daniels, Bridgeport; Brian
Bridgeport; Thomas Michaei
Fmncis Dunn, Winsted; Harold
Molloy, Georgetown; John HenDonald
Edmonds,
Stratford;
ry Mountain, Weston; Thomas
------.:....----~-----.:.---------~-------------------.=---Joseph Nycz, Brooklyn, N.Y.;

··llem·p.est' W-I·nner·sLap 2 '.

In
• ,fI

CDT. B. R. GARDNER
. V.M.I.

•

•

•.

~£;;~~i~a~E~:?i~
DAVID E. LLOYD
SAN DIEGO ST•

H. H. ANDERSON
OKLA. ST. U. (Fac.)

RICHARD L.SMIT R. MONTGOMERY, JR. ROGERA.KUETER
U. OF MICHIGAN TEXASTECH.COLLEGE LORAS COLLEGE

1··*"Mi:'Oa::w·;~1
America's hottest new
sports convertible I

"""..--:: "--:: ..

~""'l'
.

.

EARL F. BROWN
COLGATE (Fac.)

JOSE M. MARTINEZ
GONZAGA U.

R. I. SALBERG, JR.
U. Of CAL.

F>;'7)

'~.~

~~/

J!P9'
Did you win· in Lap 3 ?

IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 15 winning

LA'P 3 •••

numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Con·
vertible in accordance with the rules on the reverse
of your license plate.,

If you hold a Consolation Prize number, you win a
4·speed Portable Hi-Fi Stereo Set, "The Waltz" by
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See
official claiming rules on reverse of your license
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)

15

WINNING,
NUMBERS.

6.8304290
7.A622200
8. A000831
9.C050080
10. 8711674

l.A486272
2.C356698
3. A062375
4.C628490
.5.8797116

11. C426799

12.A441627
13. C741245
14.8443354
15.8597516

CONSOLATION PRIZ;E ..NUMBERSI
1.8896t22 6.850711t
2.C35946t 7.C479883
3. C669684 8. C688698
4. A79099t 9. 8763706
5. A537928 10.8468625

11. D80t 532
12.8784902
13. At5t426
14. H176099
15. 8429004,

Sweepstakes for colleges only
More than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general public.

o Tempests to

01

Get set for the last lap .•• 20 more Tempests and 25
more Consolation Prizes! Of course, entries you've already submitted are still in the running-but enter again
and improve your odds! And, if you haven't entered yet,
NOW'S THE TIME! All entries received before March
29th will be eligible to win one of the 20 Tempests to be
awarded in Lap 4! So pick up an entry blank where you
buy your cigarettes .•. today!
.
EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win a Tempest you may
choose instead a thrilling expensepaid 2·week Holiday in Europe-for
. two! Plus $500 in cash!

11M
llGGETT &

SEE THE PONTIAC TEMP,EST AT YOUR NEARBY PO,NTJAC gEA"'IiiRI

16. C079585
17.A973027
18. 83t5344
19. A766043
20. C03t 599

~;;~?J;!f~~;:~"fi:

quette East Hartford; Carl
Henry Philipp, Bridgeport; Norman Anthony Roberts, Norwalk;
Denis Albert Robitaille, Waterbury.
Class of 1966
Gary Edward Bombardier, No.
Adams, Mass.; Mark Damien
Kelley, Fairfield; Donald Kevin
King, Ho-ho-kus, N.J.; Lawrence
Francis King, Greenwich; James
Francis McGrath, Waterbury;
Thomas Joseph Peddicord, Jr.,
Baltimore, Md.; Douglas Michael
Shanley, Hicksville, N.Y.; David
Ian Stanley, Bridgeport; Robert
John Stewart Burlington, N.J.;
Michael John Trainor, Yonkers,
N.Y.

HONORABLE
~fENTION
Class 'of 1963
John Edward Bobinski, New
Haven; Joseph John Cirasuolo,
New Haven; Peter Franklin
Concilio, Derby;. Thomas John
Driscoll, Roway'ton; Anthony
. William Grande, Waterbury;
George James Krug, Flushing,
N.Y.; Richard Joseph Link,
Fairfield; Richard Lockert, Wallingford; Daniel James McCoy,
Fairfield;
John
Ant h 0 n y
O'Reilly, Wethersfield; Robert
Louis Piretti, Fairfield; Joseph
Pascal Russoniello, Jersey City,
N.J.; Thomas Joseph Spota, New
Hyde Park, N.Y.; Robert Joseph
Tobin, New York, N.Y.; Michael
John Zapf, Valley Stream, N.Y.
Class of 1364
Joseph Paul Ambrose, Trumbull; Gerard James Bergen,
Waterbury; James Michael Cotter, Westport; Daniel Joseph
Diana, Orange; George Michael
Donahue, Thompsonville; Leo
Paul Donovan, Jr., Newport,
R.I.; J. Kevin Dorsey, River
Edge, N.J.; William Patrick
Gaines, New York, N.Y.; Peter
Edward Jones, Floral Park,
N.Y.; Otto John Koenig, N. Arlington, N.J.; Thomas Clarke
Kravis, Manhasset, N.Y.; Eugene
Massey, West Hartford; Daniel
Joseph Morrissey, Providence,
R.I.; Frank Fiore Palmieri, New
Haven; Daniel David Skuret,
.Ansonia; Michael O'Neil Smith,
Stamford.
. Class of 1965
"~ntonio
~ew York,

Portal
Carbonell,
N.Y.; Matthew N.
Coughlin, Milford; Frederick
Hamilton Lorensen, Fairfield;
Kevin Dale Reilly, Haverstraw,
N.Y.; Robert Michael Vuolo,
Meriden.
Class of 1966
William Robert Caulfield, Forest Hills, N.Y.; John Patrick
Costello, Maspeth N.Y.; John
Bernard Craig, Yonkers, N.Y.;
Francis James Cunningham,
Rockville Centre, N.Y.; Joseph
Dominic Lago, Jr., Newark, N.J.;
Kenneth John Studerus, West
Orange, N.J.; Philip Arthur
Toomey, Jackson Heights, N.Y.

FIL.TERs
,"yus

TOSACCO

co.

Get with the winners •••
'aT ahead in smoking satisfaction I
'.

~~~fo~~~~~~esO;~~~~k~ell~~:

Bridgeport; Joseph Anthony
Tronolone, Cliffside Park, N.J.

12 Reef Rd.. Fairfield. Conn.
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William Garland

• "MANAGING THE NEWS"

Pine Hill Singers
In Concert
Bill Hoehler, Phil DiGennaro,
and John Kappenburg, professionally known as the Pine Hill
Singers, gave a lively concert in
Gonzaga auditorium Tuesday,
February 26th. The enthusiastic
response of the audience to their
original ability as songwriters,
musicians, and singers was very
encouraging.
.
b
"'Fh'
Their opening num er,
IS
Little Light of Mine," gives the
audience a good indication of
the harmony and entertainment
in store. Bill, Phil, and John go
on·to do their smooth, meaningful interpretation of "Adios,
Farewell," and the familiar
"500 Miles." Their delivery of
these numbers draws a thrilling
response from their listeners.
Phil DiGennaro, the freshman
of the group displays himself
throughout the performance as
a dynamic singer and well-versed banjoist.
Bill Hoehler continually supplies the rehearsed and spontaneous wit in which each member takes an active part. In between numbers he, or one of
the others, would narratively
entertain the audience, while
the other two re-Jtune their instruments and prepare for the
next number. This informal a-ttitude adds greatly to their successful approach and delIvery.
The group does their own entertaining rendition of "Michael." They add their own words
to this familiar melody. This
selection was one of the high
points of the evening. The lyrics,
"Students belch and students
moan," was a romical take-off
on Michael dealing with the present cafeteria problem common
to most of us.
They did a similar interpretation of another well-known folk
tune, "The Rock Island Line."
The song was cleverly converted to "The Bolshevik Line,"
dealing with the Cuban crisis.
Upon seeing the Pine Hill
Singers perform it is clear that
in addition to being lyricists,
singers, and musicians they are
able entertainers.
These three men have a style
and abilirty _ whioh they have
worked to mould into what
should rontinue to be a successfully unique folk act.
This performance is a good
indication of their professional
ability, and of the success that
is deservingly theirs.
Vincent Testa

I
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No person in his right mind would chall~nge the government's
right to conceal information for security reasons. However, when
QUO VADIS. FAIRFIELDUM?
the government asserts that it has the right to deliberately release
In past PATCHES we have proven beyond a reasonable
false information this is a different question. Arthur Sylvester,
doubt that Fairfield SJtudents are not totally depraved (Jan. 13),
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs, asserted on
and that the University is in an excellent position to capitalize
October 6 the following: "I think the right of the government
on its unique place in space and time (Dec. 12). We have .also
to lie - to lie to save itself when faced with nuclear disaster shown that the student must stop underestimating himself, ~d
is basic." The government then has the right to falsify news in
that he must work toward his unrealized potentialities, if only
the name of self preservation. A case can be made for the conas a social obligation.
cealing or falsification of news in time of national disaster, but
.
I
So where do we go from here? Well, what about
present news manipulation cannot be entirely justifie d on nahona
. somed conth
disaster grounds. The American Society of Newspaper Editors has
crete proposals concerning the University's poliCIes, an
e
characterized the news manipulation, as "increasing efforts by
student's relationship to them? The newly organized academic
federal officials to manage and manipulate news for propaganda
forum is certainly a step in the right direction. So let's bat around
purposes as well as for security purposes." The question arises,
a few ideas, both general and specific, that come under this area.
how does the President justify Sylvester's statement, "Deliberate
Primarily there is the danger that Fairfield may become a
. ht 0 f
deception of the American people is justified," in the lIg
small college with a b'Ig sch 00 I a tIn osph ere. Th"IS IS t rue espec I'ally
his own remarks, "I shall withhold from neither Congress nor the
pertaining to the theology an d p h'Ilosop h y courses, a mus t f or
. b un d er th e
every student. Whether teachers can d 0 t h'
eir b est JO
P eople any fact or report, past, present or future which is neces. quest'IOnabie. Th'IS
sary for an informed judgement of our conduct and hazar d s. "
often trying circumstances 0 f 1arge c1asses IS
Let us examine the President's fidelity to his views expressed
is true especially in relation to the fair testing and grading of
above. Last October 15 we were told at a State Department briefstudents. There is also a rontradiction involved in the importance
ing that the Administration had no reason to take any action
of such classes when on one hand they are required courses, while
against Cuba. October ·19 saw the Pentagon say that there was
on the other no one seems to care whether you learn in such
no information indicating the presence of offensive missiles in
courses, but only that you be exposed to them in large, lumped~
Cuba. Senator Keating was saying then that there were at least
together groups.
5 000 Russian troops in Cuba, and that at least half a dozen offenAlong with the prospect of reducing class sizes to iprovide a
sive missile sites were operational. Government officials denied
more workable student-teacher relationship, the curriculum should
this, stating that Russia and Cuba would never attempt to install
also be studied. There are often areas in Theology that could best
a major offensive missile capability in Cuba. It is obvious from
be covered in a shorter period of t.ime, and yet be. made more
the famous "Magic Lantern Show" that the President knew of
relevant to the student. In philosophy the possibility of offering
the offensive weapons in Cuba at this time. Why did he deny
standard foundation and background courses the first two years,
it? There was a campaign at the time that could determine the
with provision for program variety and selection in the final two
Congressional fate of New Frontier policies. Representatives Ford
years, should be ronsidered. Of course these measures would call
and Laird who have been privy to secret Cuban briefings have
for a faculty increase, not an easy thing to do.
accused New Frontier spokesmen of handing out inaccurate inThe mandatory repetition of subject matter in the case of
formation when they reportedly denied that there was any
some students should 'also be reviewed. This is true particularly
evidence of Soviet offensive weapons in Cuba prior to the famous
in the case of the Sophomore survey of literature course.
October aerial photo (Mr. Kennedy says this photo convinced
An honors 'program for qualified students would provide a
him to impose the "quarantine"). They charge that U.S. intellimore individualized course of studies, tailored to the student's
gence reports (not "unreliable" refugee reports) indicated the
need and ability, perhaps including seminars and a relaxation on
presence of offensive mis.siles in mid-September.
time required of class attendance, which in some cases could be
States must have their secrets, but there is a difference beput to 'better use in independent work. The qualifications for
tween a minimum necessary security and the deliberate suppresDean's List should also be' looked into, since it has happened
sion of facts which the Congress and the people must know to
in the past that a student is totally excluded from recognition if
make intelligent judgements on the administration's policy: The
he receives five A's and a C.
people should know, not because they are inquisitive but because
FUrthermore, the degree requirements could be studied with
they have a right to information for intelligent voting. Certainly
a view toward changing the Bachelor of Social Sciences degree
the deliberate, conscious effort of the Administration to create a
to that of Bachelor of Arts. I s'ay this even. as an AB student,
false public impression is inexcusable. Mr. Arthur Krock of the
because it is a bit unfair when students from almost any other
New York Times recently said of the Administration's policy,
college receive a AB degree for the same work that our BSS
"A news management policy not only exists, but in the form of
students do. There should, however, be some provision for recogdirect and deliberate action, has been enforced more cynically
nition of the classical studies of our present AB students. We
and boldly than by any previous Administration in a period when
certainly would be much better off if more students had the inthe U.S. was not in a0'ar or without visible means of regression
sight and appreciation for the basis of our civilization that the
from the verge of war."
classical program offers.
Mr. Krock's treatIse explores some more subtle and imaginaThe relationship of Fairfield to its students, friends, and the
tive' avenues of news management employed by the Administrasurrounding community is also a very important aspect. Whention. This policy, he says, has been effective in the form of indirect
ever possible, the students should be let in on the University's
but equally deliberate action in coloring the public information.
academic and physical plans for the immediate future. This would
Vulnerable foreign policy acts are explained by the necessity to
certainly foster greater student support and co-operation, as well
prevent "a confrontation with Soviet Russia likely to result in a
as pride in the school. Likewise, closer parental liaison ~nd. conuclear war." News is managed also by official attempts to influoperation could be attained through such excellent orgamzatIons
ence news presentation by suppression, concealment, distortion,
as the Fathers' Council.
threats, shutting off in,formation sources to reporters who have
Finally, the relationship of the University to the com:nun~ty
dug up facts whose publication embarrassed the government for
should be a symbiotic, or mutually beneficial one. The Umversity
personal, policy or political reasons. Another very effectiVE!
should strive to present public service activities, lectures, and
method of news management is the social flattery of Washington
cultural events of interest to the community. In turn, the Univerreporters and commentators by the President and high' level
sity should draw on the rich cultural resources of th~s area, where
officials. "Selective patronage" is granted to pro-Administration
so many distinguished people in the areas of art, lIterature, and
reporters in exclusive interviews. These interviews had been
.
d ..
.
b t
politics live.
.
popular during the Roosevelt and Truman a mmistratIOns . u
PHYSICAL ED
And what should be the final aim of these programs? A relawere all but eliminated by Eisenhower. Mr. Krock wisely states
(C 't f
P I C 1 5)
tI'vely sun'pIe one ,the fostering of a dynamic spirit of c.o-operative
that the proper use' of news management is limited to concealing
on
rom. age , o.
education.
Here the emphasis must lie on the
from the enemy military plans and movements" by means of dates involved. The exact proh student.
h' d We
th should
ad
no longer offer "spoon-feeding" courses t at m er
e go
which power is created to force his retreat or subjugation." gram is still in the planning student and waste valuable time. Rather the final purpose of each
News management iSimproper when used as a propaganda wea- stage, pending student response.
. d Th t
student in coming to Fairfield must always be kept in mm.
a
pon in behalf of the administration or to inflate success or to
The program will be diJ:ected purpose is co-operative self-education, self-realization, the pursuit
gloss over defeats and error.
.
by Joseph Cuzzola and Michael
d h
M' h 1 St
of excellence.
.
News management was improperly use w en IC ae
rue- De Gennaro. Both these students
No one is forced to come here, and no one is forced to study,
lens, sent here two years ago to present the Katanga side in the have previous experience in but it is a mighty foolish· person who comes to a university and
Congo conflict, was smeared with a million dollar international· physical development instruc'bl H .
.
Th e . tion. Joseph Russoniello will then attempts to get by with as little effort as Th"
POSSI e. Ifed IS
bribe story, and silenced by State Department expulsIOn.
IS IS se - ebribe story was investigated by the S enate I nterna 1 S eCUrl'ty care for any medical needs only losing· sight of what should be his own goal.
Subcommittee. The committee found that the story was based which may arise.
ception. It is also a waste of time and money.
, Question_
of_the
week: Why am I here? I ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;';;;;;;';;;;';;;;;;';;,
on U.N. gossip about
an alleged conversation between a Katanga
The program would tentative- I r-iiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
representative and a Costa Rican official. Struelens denied any ly be held from 5 to 6, three II
connection under oach and the Subcommittee agreed unanimously times a week in the University
that the department had -failed to present any evidence to support gymnasium.
its sanctions of the idle rumor.
_
Mr. Kennedy has been 'skillful in' playing on journali£tic
standards. For example, a reporter feels bound to report Me.
Kennedy's views on lagging economic growth, while he may
know that economic growth is lagging for reasons other than
those given. The reporter is forced to controvert on his own
authority statements bearing official government sanction.
The press is partly to blame because it has too readily parroted mimeographed press releases, 'and has been too easily infatuated by the Kennedy image. The press is responsible for the news
management project's degree of. success. The press must not
be so gullible, and must seek truth no matter how remote. An
accurate picture of what goes on in Washington will be had only
if the press is not content to repeat the White House line.

Your Best Bet
• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS
• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS

FRENCH CLUB
ELECTIONS
A meeting of the French Club
was held Wednesday, March 6,
for the purpose of electing officers. Those elected were: Marc
L. Charbonneau, president; Allen Brooks, vice-president and
Tom Kravis, secretary-treasurer.
The new officers pledged their
support of the club purposes,
which are the furtherance of

the French language and an
appreciation of the contributions of France to Western culture.
Tentative plans were made
for the second semester. InclucJ.ed is, a lecture to be given by
Mr. Walter Petry on the subject
of French music.
All students interested in any
facet of French language or culture are cordially invited to
participate in the club's activities.

• FOR DRESS FASHIONS
On and Off
the Campus

D.RINK PEPSI
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OUTLOOK ON

LATIN AMERICA
Kevin Ecclesine

Gary Ambert

THE LATIN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Before launching into any evaluation of the, Latin American
University there are some very important facts to be considered.
First, knowledge of all basic institutions, including the university,
in these countries is inadequate. S()urce materials /on the Latin
American University are all but non-existent in English and
limited in Spanish. Secondly', this column is subject to the wEtaknesses of broad generalizations to which exceptions may be found.
However, until more studies have been made of this very important social institution, the generalization must suffice.
The early colonial university was patterned on Bologna and
Salamanca and had a definite theological preoccupation. Contemporary university authorities consider this colonial institution
as a good, complete, and effective instrument for its times and
take great pride in it., Political and educational movements of
the nineteenth century can be blamed for the destruction of the
unity and universali·ty of the colonial university. Mter this
political upheaval and the gaining of ind.ependence, we find a university of the republic emerging with a marked emphasis on the
professions rather than on the 'culture' of the colonial epoch. Separated schools or faculties were accepted as the norm and central
authority or the traditional structure of the university was annihi,lated. This spirit of professionalism, the chief products being
doctors and lawyers in the early days, produced a multiplication
of libraries, laboratories, courses, professors and bureaucracy.
Each faculty, then, is the university to its students and their
activities and loyalties are centered here.
The faculty or teaching staff of the individual schools of the
university· is a fundamental problem in the Spanish American
system. The university professor is a professional man who gains
a livelihood outside of the university and devotes a small part
of his time to teaching for 'the prestige it may give him, devotion
to his profession, or for political reasons. Aside from the very
real financial limitation to full-time participation in teaching,
fear of government intervention which results in dismissals and
fear of complete control by the professors are two powerful factors
for the continuation of the present system. The professors are
chosen by examination, contract, or by influence and prestige. In
the more advanced nations of South America we can see a new
and fairly well-paid group of professors emerging - but the full
time professor is far from a reality.
The contemporary Latin American university is maintained
by government subsidies. As a consequence of this, the contemporary lay directors of the university have great difficulty staying out
of national and even international politics. It can easily be seen
that these dIrectors are certainly "the best qualified" when we
consider that they were among the one percent of the student
population which graduates from the university.
. ,Although student participation in the government of the university was suspended during the eighteenth century, this participation was revived in the reform of the University of Cordoba,
Argentina in 1918. Unfortunately, however, this participation has
grown to be tyrannical in many places when the administration
must play'up to student elements to maintain a semblance of control. ~his becomes an even more serious problem when the student
makes national and international politics the internal politics of
the university.
The increase in the university student population has been
tremendous in the last twenty years. Neither the building of new
educational plants nor the maintenance of academic standards has
been able to keep up with this increase of about four hundred
percent.
The problem of university finance and student support has
been very serious since sharp rises in the cost of living have been
most common throughout Latin America. The government authorities will not limit registration and tuition is practically negligible.
They consider it "against nature" to .limit registration simply
because there are not sufficient classrooms, teaching materials, or
professors.
,
Before bringing this glimpse of the Latin American University
to a close, we must take a good look at the student. He is a minority group since only some three percent of the school population
reach the university. Hardly one percent graduate. This makes
him something special, a privileged group, it means membership
in a powerful, educated, pressure group in countries where large
percentages of the population cannot even read or write. He comes
from the aristocracy, the rising middle class, and sometimes from
the struggling upper poor bracket. In order to continue studying,
these latter groups - that is, the middle class students, must find
regular employment. It is hard for them to find suitable employment to meet their social status as university students, and frequently they must leave the' studies for a while to make ends
meet. This produces two common situations. It tends to make
the average age of the university student high and his living with
his family necessary, a situation which continues even in the
event of his marriage ,While he struggles to complete his educa-'
tion. Those who have come to the city to educate themselves at
the university level are forced to live in boarding houses where
cramped quarters and poor food are the rule.
The student's social position influences his political position.
It can be said that the law students are the most active politically
and that they are the largest singl:e student group. In some countries students of Social Science or Education are more numerous.
Although medical students in most countries are a large group
they tend to stay out of politics since the expenses of a medical
education can only be sustained by a certain group which is generally in favor of the status quo. The position of the student in
his society'makes him a very politically alive individual and the
graft, corruption, and social injustice of his society - which he
clearly sees - pose great challenges which tend to make him a
social reformer. Seeing the difficulty which exists in changing
the outmoded and unjust social, ecopomic, and political structures, he is often in favor of complete political reform. Although
this reform is often in accord with a fight for the application of
Christian social principles, there is also another ideology which
is attractive. That ideology is Marxist communism.
NEXT TIME: Economic Problems
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REVIEWS: Theater And Music
Pirandello's
Six Characters
Don't expect to leave tbe Martinique Thea.tre with a profound
insi,ght into Pirandello's existential view of life; for it has yet
to be derived But rather you
will 'find yourself situated in
Pioondello's prearranged hiatus
between illusionanct reality. So
much so that you might have to
reaffirm your own existence' by
a small pinch. (Which for the
moment will be sufficient proof.)
Simple. Superb. Complex
The setting is simple, the acting is superb but the theme is
complex almost intangible.
Unfortunately, full comprehension of Pirandello's ideas is almost impossible because most
of his works and criticisms remain untransl-ated from their
original Italian. His message
may not be clear but it certainly is loud.

The father rationalizes, the
step-daughter curses and the
mother hates. The younger boy
and girl die a horrible death
and then all, six disappear,
screaming in unison: "Reality!
Reality!" Jacqueline Brookes,
the daughter, is living fire. And
the Mother Joan Croydon, could
not have been more bereaved at
the death of her lover.
Tragic Drama

But their tragic drama could
never be put on stage for truth
is indeed stranger than fiction.
And life is full of, dread and
anguish. Pirandello is obsessed
with reality and torments himself and his spectators with it.
But undoubtedly his six characters will again return in
search of another author who
might be willing to accept and
even put on stage reality 'as it
is. However, this startling philosophical exposition has somewhat over-shadowed a truly
professional cast.
Displayed in "Six Characters
Richard M. Mergardt
in Search of an Author" is Pirandello's classic heterodoxy,
which is a play within a play.
One feels almost like· an intruder at the outset. A small company of actors is rehearsing a
The Cleveland Orchestra, condrama when from the shadows
ducted
by George Szell, was
of the background steps six
presented
by the Community
lonely characters dressed in
mourning. Upon being asked Concert Association at the Klein
what their business was the Memorial in Bridgeport on Febfather says they are in search ruary 10. This Sunday afternoon
of an author. 'I1his draws laugh- concert proved again the value
ter from the actors and intense of a live performance and the
curiosity from the audience. extraordinary enthusiasm and
Slowly their pitiful story is precision of the Cleveland Orunveiled and tbe attention of chestra under Mr. Szell's baton.
the cast
Included in the program was
, is won.
Michael O'Sullivan portrays Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphothe frustrated Broadway Direc- ny, a selection of Dvorak's Slator who represents civilization vonic Dances and our favodte
as it is - false. A mere illusion Overture to Oberon. Rather than
of reality. He was perfect in his attempt to review or judge the
role and was res'ponsible for a music and the performance of
few moments of comic relief. the Orchestra we will say we
Richard A. Dysart the father, were greatly impressed.
very convincingly explains his
After reading the Time cover
families tragic plight.
story of February 22 on, the

ClevelandOrchestra

Cleveland Orchestra and Mr.
Szell, we feel elated at belong
able to say we have heard the
orchestra. Time says: "Cleveland joined in the battle of the
bands that marked the opening
of Manhattan's new Philharmonic Hall and came ,away the
master of the great orchestras
from Boston, Philadelphia and
New York."
Time's story is both comprehensive and succinct.· It traces
Mr. Szell's early life and his
gradual growing accomplish- .
ments. "He arrived in Cleveland
in 1946, prtmed and rebuilt the
orchestra,educated its audience,
charmed its angels, and terrified
everyone, until he reached a
point of supreme control and
superb accomplishment."
Szell this year is celebrating
his Golden Aniversary in the
music world. He gave his first
public concert a·t 16 leading the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra.
Since this performance he has
been known for his dedication
to music and his authoritarian
conducting: "this means play it
his way or else."
The ,February 10 concert was
well attended and well received.
The "articulate clarity and precise balance" that Mr. Szell
brings to performances is reflected in the' way "his musicians respond to his directions
with astonishing agility," for the
conductor is only as good as his
orohestra. Good music was the
product. Very good music.
.Jack Pecka

The feature deadlines for
the remainder of the semester are as follows:
March 20
'April 3
April 18
May 1

(ad W/ww;fJt tie 4 wi1td4 6towJ
there's a rewarding career for YOU with the

Army & Air Force Exchange Service
... with nearly 5,000 locations
throughout the world
The Fields:

RETAIL MANAGEMENT - Majors in Business Administration,

Liberal Arts, Marketing or Retafling.

ACCOUNTING -Accounting degree.
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT - BS in Business Administration,

Personnel Administration. Also liberal Arts graduates.
FOOD MANAGEMENT - Hotel and Restaurant Administration
majors.
ARCHITECTURE - Degree in Architecture or Interior Design.

----

'-

The Locations:
Over 100 military service installations throughout the
United States.
PLUS

, over 4,000 outlets including retail stores, snack bars,
soda fountains, cafeterias and restaurants in 30 foreign countries and United States territories.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
will be conducted on

MARCH 26th

The Details:
You will enter a 1 year Training Program in the United
States prior to reassignment within the U. S. or overseas.
In addition to attractive salaries and tremendous long
range career potential, your benefits will include:
-2lh week vacation after 1 yea-r (4 weeks after 3 years)
-Sick leave
-Group insurance
-Paid travel expenses, etc.
For further information, write
ROBERT E. GRONAU, Career Management Branch

ARMY and AIR FORCE
EXCHANGE SERVICE
8 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y.
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.Chemistry Majors & Faculty Discuss· Curriculum
Special News Feature
dent's interest is developed. Yet of the principles used in experiPeople don't get excited when a foundation in the principles of ments. Freshmen spend six
they are in a state of decay, but the material allows for easier hours a week in the lab, and
there is excitement in the air aocomodation to changes in the some said they would enjoy
when people see on the near field by the student.
doing problems where research
horizon grand opportunities for
The program ohange for fresh- has been done, but seeking out
improvement and further ex- men 'amounted to the inclusion a method in the class, the lab, or
pansion.
of Western Civilization in the in ,the Science library.
Some of the most excited first year, rather than third.
The first year stua:ents do not
people on campus (speaking This change makes it possible feel overburdened, and agreed
study-wise) may be found al- for a science student to study that they do complain about a
most any time on .the third and ordinary German the junior lot of necessary work. Who
fourth floors of Xavier in the year. We looked up the freshmen doesn',t? _They do not think they
Chemistry Department. The root who are presently in .the course, are being spoon-fed in any of
of increased interest among both and they introduced us to a few the non-scientific subjects in
_ students and faculty involved in who were in the course. In Sep- their program, and most underChemistry is, in all probability, tember there were 16 freshmen stand what is being said in class.
due to the period of transition Chern majors. Nine are left; Some expressed a willingness to
recently undergone in that de- five changed course, one trans- be challenged while others adpamment.
ferred, and one unhappy . ..
mitted that ,they are doing "just
Fairfield's Science Department
Those who made the decision what's assigned." A few lodged
is a part of the current trend in to change were willing to admit complaints about an overload of
teaching, and because of their that the energy and drive re- Arts courses..
he: e were two areas ~f non-.
modernity certain changes haVe quired for .the task was greater
been wrought in the system. than their particular interest in sClentIfi-c study J for WhICh the
The freshmen and sophomore the subject. In every case the freshmen we spoke to had nothprograms were altered following freshman problem appears to ing but praise. The first, and
an evaluation of what Jesuit be determination, and this is as most higly praised of ,these, was
education seeks to produce. the department would have it. the English course where they
What it comes down to is the
The Arts program carried by find they are able to take part
creation of leaders in scientific those who decide to change in interesting and ("most often")
fields as well as in non-scientific courses will, they feel, save pertinent discussion, and do
fields. It may be concluded then them from losing credits. In ,the reading of various types of literthat the course at Fairfield is early years i,t is not necessarily ature where each finds somedirected to the graduate schools. disastrous to change courses. thing to interest him. Testing in
Providing a sound degree for Certainly this is one of the English is both objective and
chemists' and/or teachers, but merits of the Fairfield freshman subjective and while there is no
with graduate school in view is program.
pressure for class contribution
the overall objective.
With few exceptions the opin- there is consistently stimulating
Fundamentals Stressed
ion was th'at the Chemistry discussion. All freshmen in the
The men in the Chemistry course is sound, although some Chemistry course have English
department, Fr. Hutchinson, 8.J., freshmen expressed a desire to with Mr. Riel, and many stated
Fr. Varnerin, S.J., Dr. Barone, see certain principles demon- that they "really enjoy the
and Mr. Perez, attempt to pre- strated in class. They feel this class." Grades are (according to
sent a solid and thorough cover- would lead to a better under- student report), satisfactory.
age of the principles of Chemis- standing of the fundamentals.
The second praiseworthy subtry. A purely descriptive science The difficulty here seems to be ject is Western Civilization in
curriculum would pose difficul- that there are no lecture demon- which most students expressed
ties in post-graduate days be- straters set up in the classroom. an interest in the matter and
cause of the concept of change
Freshman opinion was divided form of the course as well as in
in Chemistry. By building an on whether the laboratory ses- the reading progra~ outlined by
appreciation of the means of sion should concentrate on their instructor Mr Donna
arriving a1; principles, the stu- methods or on observing results rumma
,.
_________________________________._.
........_ _
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Fr. Leeber Lauds Foreign Stu4y;
Univ. Program Seen As Invaluable
In" its January, 1963 ~ditio~: I

Language Is A Tool
Father said,
"the knowledge of a foreign
language is a tool which is used
and which is indispensable for
certain careers ' such as Graduate School studies, Foreign Service teaching business and industry banki~g importing and
"
exporting and many more.
Secondly,' it is a key in 'your
hand which opens new windows
on the world by giving the student just more than one viewpoint on the great issues of life.
Thirdly, it introduces the student to the treasured-up wisdom of the world. The study
of a foreign language disciplines
the mind. It makes the student
more discriminating and precise. It qiIickens the mind and
enables the student to make
quicker decisions more easily.
Finally, travel abroad entails
many 'fringe benefits.' Some
of th.ese are .travel, meeting n.ew
and mterestmg peopl~, .learnmg
new customs a~d tradI.tlOns, and
m~y mo~e thmgs WhI~h would
be Imp.osslple t<;> come mt~, contact WIth m thIS country. .
Growth of r-ore:gn StudIes
About thirty .years. ago, the
study of for e I g n languages
achieved new prestige. status,
due . to Government Impet:us.
ForeIgn languages were consldered on an equal basis with other fields of stu d y, and were
placed there because the Government rea 1 i zed that not

'D~e Mod~~n Lan~age J ourn.al "First of all,"

I

enough people who were entering the Foreign Service and
other branches of the Government knew how to speak the
language of the people with
w h om th'ey were d ea l'mg. The
study of foreign languages aids
.
d t d'
t
1
us Ifn. un erbs atn mg no . on y
our nen d s, u our enemIes as
11
we .
"Fairfield is always eager to
use the latest educational methods, and make them available to
the students," Father stated.
Since the Jesuits are one of the
largest orders in the Church, and
there is hardly a single country
in the w.orld where the Jesuit~
do not maintain a school, Father
Leeber envisions a possible expansion of the foreign study program into other language areas
and other lands.
Statistics indicate that the
world average of university students who study outside their
own country is 2%. The United
States sends only 0.5% of its
student body to study abroad.
This at a moment when our international responsibilities are
so heavy that our decisions can
literally mean life or death to
at least half the population of
the world. There is a critical
need for Americans who have
studied abroad and who will be
prepared to cope with the problems t hat face us today and
which will continue to face us
during the next generation.

saId t~at, The~e IS o~e gr~wmg
trend m educatIon WhICh. drrectly re~ects the technologIcal revolutlOn
of the last
decades.
T
. t
1 h
. h
wen y year~ ago on ~ t ,e ~IC ,
and those WIth suffiCIent tIme,
could afford to study abroad.
··
T ransat1anhc
aIr travel, coupled
wit~ the movement generated
durmg the war years and the
publicity given the Fulbright
Program and the Peace Corps,
have· resulted in a dramatic
growth in study abroad."
Why study abroad? Of what
value would this be to an
American university student?
Father Victor F. Leeber S.J.
chairman of the Modern' Lan~
guages Department, and who
has himself done graduate study
at the University of Madrid
spoke of the advantages of for~
eign study.
"For the Language student,"
Father Lee b e r said, "study
abroad is an invaluable experience. He will come into first
hand contact with the people
whose language he is studying.
He will obtain a very intricate
knowledge of the psychology,
the culture and the customs of
these peopie. By doing that, he
would be able to interpret their
spirit better." Father 'continued
by saying that, "Every classroom is at' best 'unrealistic'
because the student is not sur~
rounded_ by an ideal sound climate." "It is awkward," Father
said, "to imitate these strange
sounds in the classroom, outside
of their true cultural context.
The biggest language lab is only
COIN OPERATED
a substitute for the true sound
climate, but it is the best subOpen 24 Hrs. - 7 Days a Week
stitute that we have. The student should go abroad and learn
20e Wash - lOe Dry
the language that he is studying
from native teachers in the natlocated directly behind A&P liquor store on
ural setting," Father said.
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONN.
What are some of the benefits
of studying abroad, other than
CLearwater 9·9082
having the satisfaction of being
fluent in anather language? I ' " _...._~_-_. . .

Freshmen gain a familiarity grants, carrying on research,
with the equipment which they and keeping 'abreast of new
use in ,the lab exercises, but trends in chemistry, and anticihope that they will gain a deeper
understanding of the various pating future events. It should
methods used. Most believe that be noted that tiie men of the
this would aid understanding department display a healthy
fundamentals. "It would be in- spirit of self-analysis, and are
teresting to know why you add willing to adapt and improve in
all areas.
ten drops instead of three."
Soph Comment
The science department invesThe sophomores agreed that ti>gates a second book of God's
,the freshman Chern course is revelation: Nature. It is not one
"difficult bUJt ,good," and feel couched in tradition, but one
that the curriculum ohange will that is exciting in its new
be of benefit in the junior year knowledges. It provides a new
because history requ}rements 'appreciation of Nature and the
will have been met. From all Author of Nature.
the sophomores had to say conThe Library. the Building
cernirig the science department
The science library is located
it should be concluded that most on the third floor of Xavier, and
are really enthusiastic about the occupies two rooms. Students
course. Last year they studied .concur with the fact that it is
or.ganic chemistry and describe quite good for the size of the
it as the "real meat of chemis- department. The faculty display
try"
a desire to augment the faciJiTh'
h' h
f
d
rt th t F S
11
IS ?,ear t ere IS t e gen~ral les, an repo
a
r. rna,
c?mplamt of a.lot of non-SClen- S.J., in the main library h'1.s
tIfic st~dy whl(:'~ takes .up too "always been very generous in
much time. TheIr real mtere.st acceding to the requests of the
has ~een founded by now. m faculty." Fr. Small is nofw inveschemIstry, a~d they are lookmg tigating the possibility 0 procurforward to mdependent study ing b~ck issu~ of journals in
and the growth of the depart- some orm.
ment more than. other groups;
As regards a "science buildIt should be adVIsable tha~ the ing" it must be remembered that
Art.s co~ses ,taken by SCIence one department should not have
maJor~ mclude some less ,,:,ork, more space than they need in
but WIth th~ same stress la~d!o proportion to their relative size.
the values mcorporatt;ed wlthm Whether or not progress is being
the l~~' ProbablytU:;s p;~lem impeded by ,the absence of this
cou t' e sur~o~~ e;:1
co- type of expansion is a matter for
opera Ion on 0
en s'.
some debate. However, for the
As regards the expanSIon of time being the departments will
the department that ,the sopho- continue under existing condi~ores speak of so~e ~eel that tions with, of course, hopes for
bwe deserve h(a ~~I~dlI~~) .and consolidation and improvement
etter researc faCIlities. These in aU areas. The limit of availm~n want to be ohallenged and able space in Xavier is being
exposed ~o new and deeper areas approached.
of chemIstry.
As a Criteria
A number of second year students emphasized the faot that
The moment we sat down with
the Chemistry department has Chern majors and professors we
received a large number of found an eagerness on their
grants which are awarded on a part to tell us whaJt they are
competiJtive basis-"Most people doing, and where they are headdon't realize this," was a com- ed. It was an eagerness that is
ment fram one sophomore. He rarely seen on campus; a feelis right and we checked the ing derived from a knowledge
actual figures for the record: In that thing,s are on the move,
three years the Chemistry de- and that things are ,going to
partment has received $100,000 continue to move. We do not
worth of grants. For Fr. Var- pretend to any sensation of utter
nerin and Dr. Barone they were satisfaction, but what we see is
re~earch grants. Dr. Barone has that these people are working,
published articles based on. re- working hard, to build a solid
search in the leading chemical curriculum and fund of knowjourIlll1s. Fr. Varnerin and Mr. ledge. We see that they are
Perez received grants for equip- pleas~d with the progress to
ment, and Dr. Barone was date.
awarded grants for NSF, InThis article would have been
Service Institute for High School not only impossible without the
Teachers. In addition, there have help and guidance of the men of
been outright gifts of equipment the Chemistry department but
recently from DuPont.
also it would not have been as
Points of View
broad and enlightening. Special
The Fairfield chemistry de- thanks are due Fr. Varnerin.
partment is benefited greatly by S.J.• whose time. attention. and
the approach used by the facul- helpful ideas are deeply apprety. Their attitude is one of per- ciated by the Special News
sonalized attention to students, Editor. the entire staff of the
while competing for additional' STAG.

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
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Fc;om The

Veteran Squad Awaits
/ Spring Track Season

SPORTS. DESI(

April 6th marks the opening
date for the spring track season' ,
of :the Fairfield University team.
The abruptly ended section of this column in the On this date, :the Stags travel to
Hofstra 'and will commence a
last issue had to do IWIith the activities of minor sports six week period during, which
on this CaJIIlpus. This SJU'bject, which is not of primary they will have seven dual meets
interest to most of the students, does find a strong fol- and two championship runs.
This is the most ambitious track
10'Wling
certain areas.
schedule ever encountered by a
The efforts of tp.e hockey team is good proof of this Fairfield track squad.
The outdoor ,thin clads are cospirit. Tlhe group of about twenty skaters made arrange- captained this season by Larry
ments at theiiI' own expense to \rent an area rink and Longua and Jack Fontanella.
after a number of practice sessions, scheduled a full- Longua, Fairfield's sprinter and
broad jumper resides in Garden
fledged game.
City, New York, ·and at present
In:itia1J~ve lin developing some of tlhesesports can'dQ holds the school record for the
.
220 yard dash. He is a member
no harm to the reputation of the school. Many athletes of the mile relay squad also,
who paJrticipa'ted in mi]nor sports while in high chooll and a four year veteran of the
would show .greateiI' interest in this schoou 1f the ath- ~rt. Jack Fon~ap.ell~ of Southmgton, Conn., IS Fairfield's reletlc program was expanded.
cord-breaking pole vaulter and
Fred Weismiller scores as Walt
In this area, track has !been a ,sport here since the also a four year ;eteran.
.
of Providence.
of
..
.' h
Other veterans mclude senIOr
so'h001".S Incept'lon, b u t ~h
v econcensus
opInIOn
IlS t tat Mickey. Kinney, the harrier captrack 'IS too tough for most of the average college stu- tain, who will handle the middents. YeM" round competition and a heavy practice dIe distance ra<:es of 440 and
.
. ' ,
880; James Daly who runs the
sohedule are not enwed by many of the athletes.
220 and 440 along with a leg of
The interest ,in these sports, which at present in- the mile, relay; Bruce Li~sky,
clude w~estling and, rugfby lin. addiition to hQlCkey,
has the
Stags bnumdbe7 two sprpmtter
After a week layoff the Fair..
an d ace
roa Jumper.
e er'
.
been hrought to the attentlon of Athletic DIrector Garry, the returning distance field Stags returned to actlon on
George Bisa'cca, and he has promised to make every man for one and two mile runs Saturday, Ma~ch 2, as .they en.
.
-.
will be helped this year by new- countered theIr arch rIvals the
effort ,to see sometftllng accomplIshed In these areas.
comer john Guerin. Among Bridgeport Purple Knights. This
Right now this school has acquiiI'ed 'a. name as a others from whom points are well played ~arne before a full
rising small college hasketballl power and the story ds desired are Soph Jerry Norton,hous~ at. ~ndgeport saw the
,
in the short distances and the' husthng VISItors come out on top
well known of how the fortunes of our basketball squad high jump, and senior Bill Ba-' 93-85.
are to be shaped in the future. But the name of the locki in the 440.
The Stags maintained a steady
school could just as easHy be acknowledJged by .the pro- . In, the field ~vents, the fir~t I pace throughout' the first half as
fi'Cient accompl;ishments of onear ,two lesser sports 1mers ~re profi Clen,t b U t ther~ IS they held a constant lead of
.
.
.,
"
a demte' lack of depth. BrIan about 5-7 points. The shooting
So to the athletes Involved: ContJinue Y'ourefforts and Fitzgerald returns to handle the; of Bob Hutter and Nick Macardon't neglect to consult with the athletic directoc for shot and discus chores and will chuk plus the all around floor
.
' .
.
be challenged by Dick Kappei-I
f F d W' ill
k t
school sanctIon.. He has promIsed to
be present In the b erg. I l?' t h : Jave
.
l'
t St,' ,game 0
re
elsm er ep
..
m even,
" the guests on top. The tally at
gym office durmg ,the arfternoons thIS sprmg.
h~pes he WIth soph ~ohn Pen~e- the half had Fairfield up 47-39.
leI-Molnar The hIgh Jumpers L"lALL-OPPONENT TEAM
clude juniors Bill Fabbri and
With the start of the second
In concluding another basketball season, this edi- Carlo Orlando and seniors Larry half, a qui.ck burst of steals and
. t h' h'
.
.
.h
Longua and Frank McAnulty. baskets raIsed the score to 55-39
t or WOU'Id l'1'ke't 0 t ermma
e. . IS; oop reporting WIt a In the 'hurdles, .the lineup in- in.
favor '
of the Stags at the 16
..
lIstmg of OUiI' worthy opposltIon.
cludes Orlando Lmsky, and soph mmute marker; but a deterFirst Team
'Second Team
Kevin Reilly.
, m i n e d U:.B . ra~ly cut the count
N. Werkman-Seton Han
R. Melvin-Fordham
"hWit~ tthe mt~n!t' vetefrans and hto 63-~0 J~~t mm~tesfl~~r. Fr
om
..
.. e wm er ac IVI les 0 a nU,m- e~e 0
e en . 0
,e g arne
G. Wa:rd-Boston Ool[ege R. Getchlls-RJlder
her of the runners, Coach NIck FaIrfield held on m steady fashW O'Connor--"Canisi'US
J Th:ompson~ProV1idence Giaquinto should have a rosy ion and toppled the Knights 93.
' .
85 . M acarc h u k an d H u tter 1e d
V
:n...
'd
outl00 k f or th e season a h ea d .
. E
rnst----lr
1. OVI ence,
R . FlYIl:::1-P 1'0VI'd ence

By PETER GARRY,
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Donnelly boxes out Bob Simon

Bridgeport Win, Friar Loss
Conclude 1962..63 Season

I
I

J. Christy--Georgetown
W. Isaacs-Iona
Honorable Mention
M. Dorch, St. Anselm' P. Turtle Canisius' W. Mc. FOl'diham;J.
'
. T. Kehoe,
'
Gmrt,
Cryan, ' RIder;
St.'"
Peter s;
R. Dec, Seton Han.

Buse ba II W
,ork OUt s B e gln;
Stone h-'I
l P rOVl-d'
ence Added

the victors with 27 and 25 respectively while Ted Coulson
and Howie Bernstein added 23
and 17 for U.B.
.
FAIRFIELD

BRIDGEPORT

J

i

Hutter
1~ ,~ Pickering ;
1~
Macarchuk 8 11 ~ Coulson
8 723
Weismiller 8 3 19 E!uydic
5 3 13

~~~lY

1; Ig g~~:;ein

~~~~;n ~ ~ ~~:i1~:r

~ ~'11

~ ~ 1~

- - -\
33 ZT 93
33,19 85
The Providence College Friars

provided the opposition for the
last Fairfield University encoUIiter of the 1962-63 season. This
g'arne played on Tuesday, Mat,ch
5 before a standing room crowd,
was won by the Friars 85-65.
The fracas opened with Friars
off to an early lead of as much
as 19 points, but then a last minute surge of 4 Stag baskets put
the half time count at 34-23
Ray Flynn's deadly jump shoot~
ingand the similar work of Fairfield's Hutter paced each squad.
W'th th t
t th
tart f
th 1
de haPlf ath e s't l' ed°
e reVl a 12
St'eagssecon
h us tl'mga,
a 11 th e t'Ime soon
cut the margin to 46-43. bY, the
tremendous play of Welsml1ler,
Hutter and Donnelly.' But the

poi~ed Friars just waited for

theIr chance and once 6'6" John
Thompson started to hit, Fairfield's hopes', for an upset deThe 1963 edition of the Fair- first base wnen not on the parted. Flynn and Thompson
field University baseball team mound, and vying for infield were one-two for the Friars' in
commeI;1ced workouts late last positions are s<>ph Bob Batc::h scoring with 27 and 19. As in
week in preparation for the start imd former fly' chaser, junior just about every game this seaof their season, April 6th.
Don Pijar
' s o n Bob Hutter and Nick MacarFr. A. J. Caffrey, S.J. wishes
I n t h e outfi e Id'm a dd"ltIon to chuk led the Stags with 25 and
T h ese work outs'. are tak'mg
to announce that the intramural
In the process of winding up
place within the confines of the Cook, and DeGennaro, relturnees 20 points respectively.
.
FAIRFIELD
PROVIDENCE
and 18 and 4 season,
the young softball season is not far off and gym due to poor, condition of include senior Paul Simko and
Stags traveled to Seaside Park that signing up for this year's the fields on the campus.
junior Joe Clisham. Of the new
G F P
G F P
f U B teams will take place the week
The squad is being coached men, Mike Kelley, a sure-field- Hutter
12 1 25Ernst
2 0 4
·
t o t ac kl e th e year1mgs
0 . . .
.
b M F
k F
.
hId "h
St d
Macarchuk 6 8 20 Flynn
13 1 ~
The hosts, sparked by Fran Sul- of March 25~29. Teams will be once agam y
r. ran
ero- mg sop ea s '. e group. ea y, Weismiller 5 0 10 Thompson lJ 7 19
livan's 25 points, out hustled h
f
h 1
leto, who will be assisted by Mr. strong-armed Dick Robinson re- Rafferty
1 3 5 Stone
7 4 18
C osen soon a ter t east sign- M'k M Do
11
t
t
h dl th
t h'
Donnelly
1 1 3 Kovalski 6 0 12
the Stags and won, 85-82 in a l e c nne.
. urns 0
an, e
e ca c mg D'Agostin 1 0 2Spencer
1 0 2
up date, and play will begin as
Hopes are high for improving chor,es, and when needed, will
Dutton
0 1 1
surprise upset. To the amaze'
soon
as
weather
permits.
Signlast
year's
dismal
four
win
and·
find
able
assistance
from
Don
~.yire
1 0 2
ment of many of the Stag fans,
the Frosh trailed 38-35 at the ing up will take place as usual eleven loss record. Many veter- Cook and Joe D'Agoston.
26 1365
36 13 85
half; but fighting back hard in in Mrs. Watkyn's office in the ans return to the team which
In the all Important pitching
will be led by co-captains Don department senior Ed Skibiak
__C_C_o_n_'t_on_P_a_g_e_l_1_,_C_o_I._,_3_}_ _g_y_m_n_a_s_iu_m_.
Cook and Mike DeGennaro. returns for his third season and Expanded Schedule
Cook a 5'9" 160 pound outfielder should be our number one hurlhails from Mt. Vernon, Newer. Backing him up are veter- Highlights ,Net Season
York and has been a mainstay ans senior Jack Maney, and
The Athletic Department last
of the squad for two years along junior Andy Donnelly and a new
with his fellow captain. "DeGe" man, Lefty Joe Arcudi, a sopho- week announced the schedules
for the spring sports. Fr. James
also an outfielder by position, more.
.
Ring's Tennis Team, which last
paced the Stags in hitting last
With another two weeks of
season with 'an average' well workouts and a chance to get year .earned a 4-2 record, now
has an 'expanded and stronger
over· the 300 mark. This hustling out on the diamond, something
senior makes his home in Ham- of this season's prosPects should sohedule. The addition of Holy
Cross, Providence, and Fordham
den, .conn .
be known by next issue.
Relturning to the infield are
Finally this year's schedule of to the schedule will make a winnipg reco-rd a much tougher task
John Mountain,' junior second 15 games should present a hearfo I1t,lle Stag netmen, since they
baseman senior hoopster Joe ty challenge paritcularly with
D'Agostin at third. Ed Skibiak the addition ·of two· formidable fare<:t only two strong teams last
spring, - n~mely, U of Mass. and
who will see part time duty at opponents, Stonehill and Provi- St.Peter's-.

.

'"

'
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Frosh Beat Friars Softball Sign'.Up
As Season Closes

I

~.

den~.

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert .
. I .

without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps yoQmentally Next time monotony 'makes
alert with'the same' safe' re- you feel drowsy while driving,fresher found fu cotfee and working or studying, do as
tea. Yet,NdDo.z is faster, millions do .• ; perk up with
liandier, more'reliable.-Abso- ,safe, effective NoDoz taplets.,

,luteiypothabit-forming~

Aaotller Ii. product of GrOVI Laboratories.

Fr. Ring has been conducting
Baseball Schedule
workouts for'tne team- every
April
Fairfield Laundromat
A.LC. _ nome
,Saturday and Sunday in the
6-Sat.
U of Bridgeport _, back gym ,~ince the beginning
9-Tue.
CLOTHES
away
of ~anuary. This pre-seasqn
18-Thu.C.' W. Post _ nome practlce should payoff for th.e"
WASHED - ~RIE~
20-Sat.
Fairleight - Dickinson Stags.
AND FOLDED
home"'
22:-Mon., Queens - away
" 8-Wed; Seton.Hall -·away
REASONABLERATE~ .
24,.:-Wed. U',of Bddgeport
100F-ri.
So Conn. - away:
home
'
ll--Sat.
St. P/i!lter's - away
" Road
Rider -away:
15-'Wed.
.
1221 POst
.Fairfield , 27-Sat..
May
Quinniplac.'- away
Opp. Post Office
2-Thu.- U. of Hartford~hom€' 17-Fri.
Stonehill - home'

".f:,.,,'10,~.~.'!'!"~_.,,-,!,~~,~~~!,!,.~,!!",<",~~_",,

,

__

~~~',~"~Qn.:_;-U:I?:~-~~ ..;;,}l?~;.t_', .. ~t.~~~t.-~"",-.~JOX+Q.~~

,c;::c,.;.a:waY_L" '"
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Intramurals Ne~r' Completion;
the second half despite some
Hald Leads., Bialowas Second
tough going, the visitors manFROSH

"

(Con't from Page 10, Col. 1)

by JEFF CAMPBELL

aged to move into a two point
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I l l e a d midway through the perBy PAT HURLEY
to insure the victory. Parillo's
While the New York Mets are
World Champs
iod. Nevertheless, the steady
As the Junior-Senior 'Intra- team was led again by Ed Gorbusily preparing for the season
Looking back on the World play of Sullivan and jumP-murals enters its second round of acy with 18 followed by Ed Fort
of their discontent, the New Champions, the situation is very shooting Bill O'Dowd provided competition, Sentor Willy Hald (1~), Tom Nycz (11) and Bob
York Yankees are quietly shor- encouraging.
the closing surge, and the young, nl
" t h J . Ch
Hmtelmann (7).
ing up theI'r own defenses m'
Knl'ghts ea'ge"" the Stags
IS s 1 on top WI
unlOr
arSenI'or Willy Hald 0 t' ed
At this time last year, everylie Bialowas a not too distant.
,.
c n lI~U
anticipation of the annual assault one wondered if Tom Tresh
M'k
B
'
hIS
wInnmg ways be a tl n, g
1 e
ranch (24) and Pat second. Commissioner Bill Kelby the othel pennant-starved could make the grade at short- Burke paced the losers who suf- 1
la
to hav games layed Greene by an 88-79 score. HIgh
American League teams.
stop. Now after a brI'lll'ant fered their fourth defeat, while ~y p ns
.e
?
scorer for Hald was Tom Moore
't'
thO
'II b
'
nght up to sprmg vacation, so wI'th 33
. t f 11 ed b C
C ompet 1 IOn IS year WI
e rookie season and bel'ng voted 0, 'Dow,d's (7) along. with Sul- th
' 1 t
f b k tb 111ft
,pom s 0 ow ,y onstronger and there seems to be
ere IS p en y 0
as e' a e rad Farland (17), Willy Hald (16)
Rookie of the Year, Tresh is llvan s 25 lea tlle VIctors.
t,o be played before the stand- and Pete Clark (15). The losers
a trend developing in the American league toward a greater the regular Yankee left fielder
On March 5, the Providence mgs are final.
were led by John Scanlon (25),
balance of power.
. and looks like he may be an- College Frosh illvaded the FairThe first contest played since Pete Haughey (24) and Bob ToTaking a look at some of the other Mantle.
, field gym to take on the' power- the last issue of the STAG saw bin (13). Charlie Hunt beat Bill
other teams in the league, MinThe Switcher, himself, will be ful Stag yearlings.. The Friars Leonard beat Fabbri by a 70-59 F,abbri by a 54-51 score. High
nesota seems to be the most receiving a salary of $100,000 one of the ~ost hIghly touted score. Leonard's team had three man for the wmhers was Don
threatening to Yankee rule. The for the first time in his career Frosh teams m the East, were men in double figures: John Ko- Saccomanno, (19) followed by
Twins have power in Harmon and last year he proved him- pac~d by Jim Benedict and Billy valeski (21), Nick Burlinson (19) Willy Stewart (14) and Dave
Killebrew, Bob Allison and Jim ~elf 'r0rthy of it. Despite his in- ~~f~~~tAle:~l; ::~a~~~e,~t~~ and Tom Leonard (13). High Renehan with 10. F'abbri was led
Lemon, who is returning after Jury ast, season, he batted.. 321 point performance enabled the men for Fabbri were Gerry Mc- by Andy Donnelly (14) while
a year of inactivity due to in- ~econd m the league), hIt 30 Stag's to throttle the Friars 87- Guirk (22), Bill Fabbri (17), and George GrelleI' and Gerry Mcjury. In addition to their potent ,om~ rt!?s and . led the league 68. Fine floor direction and ~ome Andy Donnelly (14). Charlie Bia- Guirk both hit for 12 points. Ken
overall hitting and classy in- m ,s uggmg. ~hI~ year, Mantle on-'target passes by Jack Mc- lowas notched another win Keane knocked off Tom Leonard
field, the Minnesota mound staff claIms th.at he.Is m.perfect shape Govern also aided the cause,
with a 42-39 conquest of Parillo. by a 58-51 triumph. Captain
is very impressive, Camilo Pas- ?nd predICts hIS best season ever,
"
,
High men for the winners were Keane led hIs team with 18
cual is the best right-handel' in if he can escape injury.
On ag?ln, off ag,am would Bialowas (18) and Dick Robin- points while Gerry Magner chipthe league and Kaat, Kralick
!he Yankees are stronger charactenze the ?ffenses of son (10). The losers were led by ped in with 13. The losers were
and company will certainly hold this yea: than l~st, which must ~~~e two squads m the first Ed Goracy (19) and Ed. Fort (14). led by Dick Clarkin (15). In the
their own.
sound ~Isc~uragmg to the other
.
,
Senior Bob Hintelmann got into last game played before this arLA. ,Angels
teams m the league. However,
A qUIck splurge of twelve foul trouble early in the game ticle was written, Roger Lynch
The Los Angeles Angels look- who can, say that ~ant~e ",:ill straight points ~t the out~et of and was handicapped by this beat Phil Bucchi by a 71-54
ed very good last season but this ?ot ~ustam another cnpp~mg m- the second half Iced the VIctOry throughout; but he got l\is score. Lynch was high man with
year they'll have to prove it Jury. Perhaps Tresh will suc- for the young Stags.
usual 2 points anyhow. Paril- 23 points 'and was ably assisted
wasn't a fluke. Lee Thomas and cumb to t?e "sophomore jinx,"
In addition to Burke's 34, 10 again took it on the chin 2 by Paul Schauble (18) and Dan
Leon Wagner give them a pow- If these thmgs happen, the Yan- Stan Poole netted fourteen for days later losing to Lynch 71-62. Eberhard (12). Bucchi led his
erful attack and second-year kees may very well lose the Fairfield, and Providence's Blair Roger Lynch led all scorers with team with 25 points and was folmen Dean Chance and Bob~enn:ant race; but this is what and Benedict had twenty-two 31 points, while Paul Schauble Lowed by Jim Poole with 14 and
Rodgers indicate a bright fu- It WIll take to stop them.
and twenty-one respectively.
tallied 12 and Carlo Orlando 11 Paul Simko with 11.
ture for the West Coast fledglings. This team's greatest assets
last year were its youth and
most of all, its attitude and it
will be interesting to' see just
how far they can go this year on
that kind of. fuel.
Mike Harris (B.S.E., 1961) is an Engineer with New Jersey
Baltimore, Detroit and Clevehis rec~:)Jnmendations--are-welcomedby his management.
land must also be classed as
'Bell Telephone Company in Trenton. Mike reviews the
Earlier training assignments prepared Mike for this
potential winners, as all are
day-to-day problems of the Red Bank District which arise
job. And proved he wal! ready for it!
stronger than last season, and
in building space planning and central office equipment
Mike Harris and other young engineers like him in
last season they gave the Yanks
programming.
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help
some trouble,
Since his solutions to these problem~ bring about im·
bring the finest communications service in the world to the
As for the rest of the teams
in the league, anything can happrovements in speed and quality of telephone service,
homes and businesses of a growing America.
'
pen. A year ago, the Angels were
the last team anyone expected
to have a' season like they did.
It coUld happen again, but in
all probabilIty, Boston, Chicago,
Kansas Cit y and Washington
will threaten only one another
and serve as foils for' the contenders.
U

•
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THE BELL TELEPHONlCOMPANIES
'SALUTE: MIKE HARRIS

@

Waters Paces Keglers
Finally after many difficulties
the Fairfield bowling league is
rolling again. However, it is not
operating as it has in the past.
In September twelve teams
comprised what was thought to
be a very formidable league.
When the second half of ,the
school year started, the league
was supposed to consist of ten
teams. This was about par for
the course-at least at Fairfield
where history tends to repeat
itself, When all the details were
finally settled, the organizers
of the league found only enough
men for seven teams; and for
the past two weeks the league
has been operating with just
seven teams. It is hoped that
these "magnificent 7" will complete their schedules.
The statistics for the first
term show that R. Greene's team
wound up in first place. At the
conclusion of the second round
there will be a playoff between
the two winners (unless Greene's
team happens to win again!) for
the league trophy,
'
In second round play KenWa'tel's' team is on top with a 6 and
o record, and Richie Greene's
squad is second with a 5, and 1
mark, Al White has the high individual mark with a 255, and
Dom Torrillo is close behind
with a 246. White also holds the
high game series with a 648.
The standings as of Mar. 4 are
as follows:
won lost pins
1. Waters
6
0
4687
2, Greene
5
1
4674
3. Sienko
3
3
4393
4. Leary ",'.', 2
4
4407
5. Raye "".,. 2
4
4239
6. Crowley "" 0
3
2239
7. Kopta '."", 0
3
2129

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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TheaterOpensApr.25

.J

Mr. Emerieh coaches Bolt EdeBltaeh and Jim Majoros who have
~eading roles in the Drama Society's Spring production.

.Thursday evening, April 25,
will witness the opening of the
new Fairfield University Playhouse when the Dramatics Society will present Tennessee
Williams', "The Glass Menagerie."
The play will be produced by
the Society's moderator, Rev.
Laurence S. Mullin, S.J., and
Mr. Robert G. Emerich will direct the cast of four.
Bob Edenbach '64 as Jim
O'Connor, and Jim Majoros '64
as Tom Wingfield will be the

For the feminine parts Mrs.
4 Harry Hyra will play Laura
FOOD
Wingfield. She is the wife of
Mr. Hyra, a teacher at the Prep.
(Con't from Page I. Col. 3)
"Mr. Sc·alzi was very underof a minimum as possible, while standing and willing to listen to
Mr. Emerich is planning on
allowing for variety in Friday
using experimental setting for
meals. Pork also will appear' less student views." "The exchange th e p rOduc t'Ion.
···
f of views was very profitable, and
Other students participating in
f requent1y. The e 1lffiIDatlon 0 I think
th e agreement s are sub - the production are: Ron Cor.
coconut, banana cream, pine- stantial," Jim Davidson said mier, '63, '. stage manager; Bob
apple, and rhubarb pies was later.
Curley, '63, ,technical director;
agreed upon and Mr. Scalzi said
Pete Meah, '63 on Props; Lennie
he would try serving pie a la
Sohlberg '63 in charge of cosmode mqre often. There will Fairfield Successful
tumes and Tom Portido '63,
also be less corn on the menu. At Student Leui~lature make-up. Bob Bednar '64 is the
He also ,greed to consult a priest
ePublicity and House manl;lger,
on Lenten regulations, so that,
Jack Pecka '65 is in charge <Xl
if possible he could serve greatThe 'sixteenth ann~al session ticket sa~es; and James Hackett,
er portion~ of food to those stu- at the Connecticut Intercollegi- '64, assistant director with Barry
dents who are fasting:
ate Student Legislature was a Rossinoff, '64 as his assistant.
.
1
. ht successful one for our Fairfield
The play will run from April
h apprOXImate
Of te
Lo
delegates Fairfield's Tom Con '25 to 27 These performances
· y. elg
h un d re d s t u d ent s eat mg m
y. 1 t d S
k
f th- are for special guests who have
ola, two hundred and forty- nors was e ec e
pea er 0
e
b
.
ht
d
d"'th
t'
elg respon e loV e ques lon- House. His election was a defeat contri uted to the new play.
Of thO
b
th'rt
house. The porformances from
narre.
. IS num er
1 . een for the Trinity - Yale coalition May 1-4 will be open to all who
said there was no problem with h' h
the food; two hundred. and W IC supported Stanley Mar- wish to attend.
thirty-five disagreed. Sixty re- cuss of Trinity for speaker. The
plied that the quantity of food F . fi Id dIg t I d
was insufficient, while one hun- a a~~essf~leb~ll~s;h~o ~~~po~~_
(ACADEMIC FORUM
,..... fi
l' d
1
.
th
ll'
f
C
Con't from Page I. Col. 4)
d s y- ve e alme qua - cermng e ca mg 0 a onstid'tre d an
- be the weakness, an d t u t'lona1 Co nvent'Ion was m·
. t ro- ing between incompetent, ade1 Y LV
twenty-three said preparation d uce d b J'
T
b 'dg I
.y 1m n:'tW n . fe. hn quate and exceptional would be.
·nadequa.te. Whl'le the Coun- th
e varIOUS comml tees 0 . t e
was l
eil had hoped for a more enthu- session Fairfield was representSeveral questions were raised
siastic reaction to the question- ed by John Timmel, Jim Diorio, as to what the scope of the Acadnaire, the results seemed a fair Michael Sullivan and Robert emic Forum should be. Should
cross-section of student opinion. O'Connell. The Fairfield delega- there be more or less science
Mr.. Scalzi said that the qual- tion numbered twenty-one in f~ailabJe? I: the p~s~ of cfolity of meat acquired by the kit- toto.
e e e uca Ion a rammg or
.
.'
graduate school or is its ,goal
chen is 0r "choice grade." This
Fourt;een ~nnecbcut colleges general knowledge in all areas?'
quality he: said, is "as close as and umversltIes were represent-. Should the English courses stress
we can get to Grade A, and is ed at the three day conference. creativity to a greater extent?
supent>r to many schools. In The student. legisJature gives Should there be more.lectures or
servj.ng such a large number of students a drrect, cogent know- seminars? All of these and
students' you must remember it ledge of the legislative process. more are within the sc~pe of
is nearly impossible to retain the In 'addition to this the bills pass- the Forum.
pe~sonal.touch a restaurant has ed by student legislators are
.
with the food. Until the kitchen given extra consideration when
At anot~ermeetmglast Thursfacilities ·are doubled, we must the Connecticut lawmakers re- day eyemng the student repreprepare the food early in the turn to the State capital for sentatIves elected from the fa;cafternoon. It is impossible for us official business.
ulty Father Cla;ncy, 8.J., Chalr________________-=-"
man of the PhIlosophy Department, Father Egan, S.J., Father
Nickerson, S.J., Dr. Grassi, Mr.
O'Neill, and Mr. Petry to participate in the March 21 session.
The results of this meeting will
be published in the next issue
of the STAG.
to begin
o'clock."

preparation

at

Tb,esp.1aDs Bob Edenltaelt and Jim. Majoros rehearse tile roles

~~i:e~:.students playing the they will play in Tennessee William's "Glass Menagerie!'

Food Rating.
The following is a list of the
final ratin.gs of different meals
in Loyola cafeteria as calculated
b'Y th
'1 rrn..
. e 8t
. u de n t Co"
unCI.
~ue
.
highest possible point· total IS
ten, while the lowest is one.
Breakfast
Scrambled eggs and bacon 8.71
Fried eggs
7.42
Scrambled eggs and ham .. 7.28
Pastry
:
5.24
French toast
4.98
Western
4.21
Pancakes
4.17
Scrambled eggs
3.76
Hard and soft boiled eggs 2.37
Lunch
H b
6 79
Cham ubrgs
6'73
g
eese ur ers
"....... .
Spagh
tt'
629
. e 1
•
G I1l'lle d h
.
556
T k
c eedse h··.. ··.. · ·· .. ·· .. ··· 5'02
ur ey san WIC es
.
Meatloaf
4.69
Lasagna
4.67
Tuna fish sandwiches
4 60
Ohicken pot pie
:::::::::: 4:50
H am san d WIC
. h es
431
R
' I '1
427
·avlO
Beef pot Pie
421
B f t · · .. ·.. ·..· ·· ··· 4'17
ee s ew
Franks and beans
4.15
Chicken chow mein
4.00
Shrimp chow mein
3.65
Sausage and mashed
potatoes
3.56
Baked macaroni
- 3.44
Beef chow mein
3.24
Manicotti
3.12
Cold cuts
2.85
F' h c k
2 77
K~ock~~t.. ·
·
2'11
..:..........................
Dinners
Steak
9.29
Turkey
"................ 7.84
Roast beef ..
5.99
Shrimp
5.66
Spaghetti and meatballs
5.63
Veal cutlets
5.33
Pot roast
"
5.18
Fillet of sole
5.01
Ham
" "
4.82
Scallops
4.71
Perch
4.61
Breaded chicken
4.53
Lamb
3.98
Pork chops
: 3.92

Swordfiish
Peanut butter and jelly
Pork
B rOl'1e d c h'IC k en
Lunch Desserts
Fruit cocktail ..
Peaches
P~ars

Pmeapple
Puddmg
Jelk>
:
Apricots
Figs
Dinner Desserts
Blueberry pie
Bost cream· pie
Cake
Eclairs
Apple turnovers
C
k
upcaI es
A
'
pp e pIe
Oherry pie
"
Ph'
eac pIe
:
"........
Ice cream
Strawberry tarts
NChapoleotens ·ta ·t.. ······
·.. ·..··· .. ·
l
r s
L oco a
'''n'
emonb
merm.,we
pIe
Str
'
. aw erry pIe
Creampuffs
Co
t'
conu pIe
Banana pie
Pineapple pie
Rhubarb pie

3.80
3.79
3.27
3.11
6.92
6.77
6.27'
5.71
5.22
4.13
3.48
1.65
7.14
7.11
6.95
6.38
6.32
610
5.95
.
5.95
5 83
.
5.74
5.46
55'2373
4.67
.
455
.
4.53
4 27
.
3.96
4.56
2.79

pr~::e :~~t m~stti:~n~;=

proaches: the item in itself, the
item in comparison: with the
others in that column, and the
frequency with which the item
appears on the menu. In other
words, a food may be liked in
itself, but because of the frequency it received a lower rating. Also, a food may be liked,
but because of the quality of the
other. items in the column, it
also received a lower rating.
--~----------

FAIRFIELD
CLEANERS
CENTER DRIVE-IN PLAZA - 1580 POST-ROAD.
A singiDg group from Albertus Magnus is seen entertaining at
last Friday's Hootennany conducted by the class of '65.
.

BRIDGEPORT

GREEN COMET
DINER
"TOPS IN TOWN"

. 90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.
ED 3-9555 - FO 8-9471
Tak~

Conn. Thruway
. Exits 23 or 24

MOTOR INN
Kings Highway Rt. lA

Open Daily 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. & Fri. Eve.

ONE HOUR DRY CLEANING

NEVER AN

6 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY

EXTRA CHG.

Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.
FO 7-4404

A Convenient
Stop For Your
Friends and Relatives
Just 5 minutes from campus

Remember your special student. discount! Come in
and get your card and receive the discount privilege
right froTn your first order!

Recommended by AAA

~

. . .J ' . • • . -:: ~~

